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Chapter 1

Introduction

Many elebentary-grade and high school studies have shown, that certain

teacher variables affect students' classroom behavior and academic achieve-

ment; however, there is much less evidence regarding the effects of character-
,

istids and attitudes of Treschool teachers in their classrooms. Most of the

questionnaires administered to teachers in preschool (including Head Start)

programs have been designed to elicit descriptive data. Studies attempting

to relate teacher attitudes or background characteristics to child outcome
10

variables, such as performance on readiness or aptitude measures, are rela-

tiVely rare in the preschodl literature.

Research on older pupils has indicated that teacher age, education,

pre iouetrainpg and experience, morale, teaching style and attitudes are

related to student achievement. Therefore, the ETS-Head Start Longitudinal

Study of Disadvantaged Children developed and used an extensive (147-item)

questionnaire to collect data on those Had Start and other preschool

teachers who were teaching Longitudinal Study target children. Areas of

requested information included: demographic characteristics, education and

experience, attitudes toward minority-group and economically disadvantaged

children's motivation and learning abilities, and general attitudes about

work and supervisors, breadth of interests, and professional orientation.

A set of thirty language comprehension items was also included in the

questionnaire as an index of teachers' language ability. This report

describes the teachers' respOnses to these.qupstionnaire iteMs and the

results of a scale analysis of a set of a priori scales delineated in

an attempt to obtain reduced scores for future analyses. Future reports
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will attempt to relate these teacher variables to observed teaching

style and classroom behaviors and to child cOgnitive,airective And social,

measures.

'Ag9L_LagjpI'eachit:xeriencepnd Education

In previous work, teacher age,experience and amount of schooling

have proVided largely descriptivesinformation on preschool teachers, though

some questionnaires have'telated these variables to classroom goals and

student gains. The, information available is focused more on amount than,on

type of experience and training. With the rapidity of change in the early

childhood field, particularly with respect to the emergence of explicit

cognitive goals on a par with more traditional goals of socialization to

1!

peers'and the school situation, teacher age, type of experience,, and recency

of training may have become increasingly important. Cohort differences among

teachers seem to be widening.

Several studies havelbund the median age of Head Start teachers sampled

to be approximately 35 years. In studying 1532 teachers in ,the 1968-69

Head Start evaluation sample, Systems Development Corporation (SDC) (Coulson,.

1972) found that 76.7% were between 22 and 45 years of age, with a median

age of approximately 36 years. Of the 97 teachers in the 1968 -69 Head Start

evaluation sample examined by Research Triangle Institute (RTI) (Dunteman,

1972), the range in age was from 21 to 46 yearS, with a median age of slightly

over 34 years. In an earlier Head Start study, Hess (1966) identified teacher

characteristics at two urban Head Start centers and found'the average age

at one to be 27 years with an average of 3.5 years of teaching experience

and to be 36 years with 9.5 years of teaching experience at.the other.

Sixty-one percent of both thy: SDC and the RTI teacher sample had a

bachelor's degree or better, whereas Stanford Research Institute (SRI) in
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149-70 (SRI, 1971) found only 462 of the teaeherb in the sponsored Planned 1

Variation programs and 33% of those in the nonsponsored programs had a

bachelor's degree or better.

Previous experience with low-income preschoolers was quite rare in

both the SDC and RTI samples; only 20% of the SDC teachers and 25% of those

from the RTI evaluation reported six mdnths or more prior paid' experience

with low-income children. Of the teachers sampled by SRI, 531 reported one

or more years previoui experience with disadvantaged preschool children.

Based upon the SDC national sample almost half (47.6%) the teachers hid
,

'-training for Head Stat[t programs. Of those, 16.8% had two or more months

of special preparation, 11% had between four and eight weeks of special

training, while the remaining 19.8% had less than four weeks of seminars

and workshops dealing with the education of low-income children. A year

later with the implementation of Planned Variation, in-service training

had increased markedly. The SRI evaluation revealed that 88% of the teachers

in the unsponsored programs had in-service training and 96% of them found

the training effective. Among the teachers in the sponsored programs,

89% had in-service training and 85% of them reported it to be effective.

Teacher age,) experience and'education have all been found to be related

to teaching style or to children's cognitive test scores in the preschool

years. In studying teacher characteristics at two urban Head Start centers,

Hess (1966) found that the older and more experienced teachers perceived the

development of children's social and emotional skills to be the goals of

Head Start and worked toward these goals, whereas the younger, less-experi-

enced teachers stressed pre-academic and readiness skills. The Research

Triangle Institute's data (Dunteman, 1972) indicated that there was a
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significant positive relatim.ship between teacher age and student gain

scores on the Stanford-Binet, Preschool Inventory and Anipal House subtest

of the Wechsler-Preschool and Primary Scales of Intelligence, and some

reports suggest that the extent of teacher education and experience is

0 positively associated with thilaren's gains on linguisti4 and other measures

(Ryans, 1960; SRL, 1971). Seefeldt (1971), in a study o1 Florida Head

Start teachtrs, found that scores on the Caldwell Preschool Inventory were

significantly related to teachers' years of education, years of teaching

experience, amount of in-servi4..e training, age, and numbet of teachers' own

children, this last relation being negative, even when chtldren's sex, age

and pretest score were controlled by covariance analysis. Seefeldt concluded

that this finding suggested that "teachers of head.Start children, in order

to be effective in fostering their achievement, should possess certain quali-

fications of formal education, training and experience Ip. 311." The fact that

number of teachers' offspring related to outcome suggests that an SES con-

founding may have been operating here, and in the other variables as well,

implying that the evidence is not strong enough to overwhelm advocates of

performance-based teacher certification. Bissell (1973) argued that the

SRI Planned Variation and Follow-Through results were questionable because

the child, rather than the classroom, was the unit of analyis, but attempted

to identify "non-artifactual" patterns. Among these she noted essentially

no relationship between years of education and success in implementation

for Planned Variation teachers in the SRI study, contrasted with e positive

relationship between teachers' background and rating of performance in

unsponsored programs. She suggested that the technical assistance provided

by sponsors may have provided the teachers with "know-how" ordinarily gained

9
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only through academic training and experience 771, but stated that

because of problems in data analysis, results on teacher experience and

attitudes in this and the SRI Follow-Through study were "difficult to.

interpret fp._ 1021."

:92slnsSsylel

-As found by Beller (1967), in factor analyzing a series of teaching

style scales, two major dimensions of teacher style are the teacher's

social/interpersonal behavior and academic/curriculum-oriented behavior

-toward students. A predictive validity test made by Beller, showed that some

of the curriculum-oriented items might be use ul in measuring pupil per-

formance on cognitive learning tasks.

Both teacher warmth and academic orientation have been found to be

important factors in Head Start children's v rbal IQ increases throughout

the school year, and teacher cognitive style has been related to Head Start

children's self-esteem and social perception of others. Eisenberg (1966),

studying the effect of teacher behavior on the Peabody Picture Vocabulary

Test IQ scores of 379 Head Start children, found that teachers who highly

valued intellectual activity and who were rated high on warmth and communi-

cation skills had pupils whose verbal IQ increased significantly more over

the Head Start year than did.teachers who were not so rated. Lamb, Ziller

and Maloney (1965) classified Head ',Start teachers' cognitiv style as either

abstract or concrete and studied their pupils' self-esteem and self-other

relationships, usid6 the Self-Social Symbols Task. Children of teachers

having abstract and complexxognitive styles gained in self-esteem'and

perceived themselves as more similar to others than did children of concrete

teachers. Prather (1967) also classified kindergarten and first-grade

10
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teachers as having abstract or concrete belief systems on the basis of

Lambs Essay Problem Test, and found that students of the more abstract

teachers were significantly more involved in classroom activities,,higher

on achievement, and less concrete in their responseS-than students of the

more concrete teachers. Ai, was pointed out by Grotberg (1969), however,

only about8Z of the total sample of these teachers were categorized as

abstract by these tests. Even so, it was thissmall number of teachers who

elicited greater involvement and achievement from their pupils.

Emmerich (1973) studied responses from P5 preschool teachers in the

present study sample to the Enhancement of Learning Inventory' (ELI), an

instrument which asked the teacher to rate each child in her class as to

the efficacy of each of 15 teaching techniques. The main,intent of the

ELI report was to study teachers' beliefs about the teaching role, using

three scores from the ELI instrument: teacher differentiation of successful

Leaching techniques, individuation of general learning capacities, and

individuation in using different teaching patterns for diffel4nt pupilS.

In a subsidiary analysis, 13 of the teachers were placed 'in four subgroups.

TWo groups, A and C, contrasted encouraging the child's autonomy to choose

learning tasks and express his feelings with closer control and contingent

reinforcement of learning. The other two groups, B and 13, contrasted a

more laissez-faire approach with negative sanctions when behavior got

"out-of-hand," to one of preparing the environment and reinforcing learning

in planned situations. The A and C teachers seemed to be responding to

characteristics possessed by the pupils prior to school entry, while the

B and D teachers appeared to have differential, effects on pupils' cognitive

growth during the school year, with the D group's pupils experiencing greater

growth.

11
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-Teacher Morale
- .

Although there have been no studies of preschool or Head Start teachers'

morale, a study recently conducted by Rempel and Bentley (1910) using 3,075
oth

secondary school. teachers found morale to be a function of rapport and feelings

toward principal and supervisor, relationship with other teachers,. salary,

teaching load, curriculum issues, school facilities and services, community

pressures and doMmurfity support. A factor analytic study oT a 176 -item

self-report questionnaire given to 258 elementary and high school teachers

(Coughlan, 1970) resulted is essentially rhes6 same factors, as veil as a

"professional autonoviy" factor tontaining items such as, "Most of the "time

.

it is sate to say what you think in this school (p. 230)."
t

Greenwood and Soar (1973) administered the Purdue Teacher Opinionuaire,.

a 100-item teacher morale instrument, to 39 fema le K-2 teaclers in Follow-
.

Through programs and correlated these scores classroom observations

of student and teacher verbal behavior. Teacher morale was found to be

negatively related to the percentage of teacher talk and positively related

to percentage of pupil-to-pupil talk and to greater Leacher acceptance of

pupils:

Although neither the SDC nor the RTI evaluations contained measure\of

Head Start teacher morale, SR1's longitudinal evaluation of the national

Follow-Thro4gh program (Stanford Research Institute, 1971) found that,

among the kindergarten Follow-Through\tealw, those who perceived teaching

in a Follow-Through program very positively were those whose' pupils showed

greatest gains ih Wide Range Achievement. Test scores at the end of the

scnool year. There was also a significat relationship between reported

satisfaction with pupil progress and pupil) mean gain and final achievement

among Follow-Through teachers.
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Sex and Race

Although sex of teacher has been shown to be associated with differ-

ences in adult:child interactions In elementaiy school classrooms (Beilin,

1959; Coleman, 1966), most teachers in primary grade classes and virOuall,
I

all pre-ki4dergarten and H -d Start teachers are female: (Ninety-five and

e\97 percent, respectively, of t teachers in the Systems Development Corpor-

ation and the itsearch Triangle Institute's 1968-69 national Had Start

__
evaluation samples were temale; all of the preschool teachers in the present

sample were also female,) This makes it impossible to determine empirically

the effects of teachers' sex in preschools. The growing literature dis-

chSsing probable effects of 64s Ifqminiz,ltfpn" has been summarized recently
. gr.14e.i .

;
by Lee (1973).

.

I. 4

i
r .

Race of teacher has beenfrund.to be an important elementary school

classioom influence in some studies (Coleman, 1966), but not in others

(Yando, Zigler 6 Gates, 1971). Since data on teacher's race was not elicited

in the present questionnaire, no review or discussion of this area'is

1.4arranted here.

Dimensions of Teacher Attitudes

Although no studies of the scaling of preschool teachers' attitudes have

been found, several studies using teachers of older students have resulted in

some of the follouring teacher attitude dimensions: traditional versus child-
. 1-

.
centered orientation towAr4 education, effectivity of warmth, authoritarianism,

attitudes tociard supervisor (or other administra96F , and attitudes toward

students. Some of these studies have developed scales in an a priori 'fashion,
Yo -

while others have used factor analyses to determine diMensions empirically.

The studies have also varied in the breadth of the domqin sampled and- in..
. -tq -

the degree of relation to behavior txpined.

r

1.

40-
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Ryans' (1960) study resulted-in three rating scales of elementary

teachers' classroom behavior, and six scales of teacher characteristics as

reported on paper and pencil instruments. Some of the items that most

strongly distinguished teacherS'Aligh on Ryans' combined observational

patieins, warm, systematic and stimulating, were the beliefs that pupils

can behave themselves without constant supervision, _that most pupils are

'considerate, and that parents' visits, to the school pr. classroom were

generally not made to! criticize the teacher or the school. Significantly

more of these, teacheys had taught more than one year in their present school

district, had more than one year of experience in elementary teaching, and

were between 35 and 49 years of age.

Much precious research of dimensions of teacher attitudes has focused

on the Minnesota Teacher Attitude Inventory (MTAI)-(Cook, Leeds & Callis,

195r),a questionnaire containing items on teachers' opiniont abaur teacher-

pupil relationships. This research tends to be based on "captive" samples

of pre-service elementary teacherr-Few serving teachers and fewer serving

p-eschool. teacherb seem to care voluntarily to have their attitudes probed.

Given these sample limitations and an instrument that was designed to focus

on a single dimension of teacher attitudes, the literature does Jffer some

clues,to "aspets of teachers' attitudes.

Although the idstrument was designed to focus on authoritarianism as

'defined by Adorno, Frenkel-Brunswick, Levi&on and Sanford (1950), it has

been found both by Horn and'Morrison (1965) and Walburg (1968) not to be

:-'---
unidimensional. Horn and Morrison identified the following clusters the

instrument: ,,(1) Social desirability response set, k2) Favorable opinions

about children, (3) Punitive intolerance of child misbehavior, (4) Aloof

vs. involved (sensitive, empathic) attitude toward children, and (5) Laissez-

14



faire vs. controlling attitude (beyond the general "democratic" set of

factor 1).

The general tone of the instrument is so negative toward children,

however, that many early childhood personnel would rebel at even being asked

to respond to certain of the items, e.g., "The child who misbehaves should

be made to feel guilty and ashamed of himself," "More old-fashion whippings

are needed today," or 'Imaginative tiles demand the same punishment as lying."

4 While it has been success =fully admin stered to high school teachers (Walburg,
\'-' -

196griliMt-te--lars numbers of students in education courses (reviewed in
1-------,

.

Getzels & Jackson, 1963), the MTAI is not an appropriate instrument for

teachers in early education programs.

White (1969) compared 27 first and second grade Mississippi black

teachers with 35 non-professional Head Start workers on three attitude

measures. Eighty-one percent of the elementary teachers perceived Head

Start pupils as superioc tenon-Head Start children from similar backgrounds.

Elementary teachers were significantly less authoritarian and possessed more.

informed mental health concepts than did the Had Start workers. On the

other hand, Head Start workers had "more sophisticated" attitudes toward

management of child behavior and were more oriented toward direct efforts

to help children than were the primary grade teachers. White concluded

that while these results argued that non-professional workers can be and

are effective with disadvantaged children, training and supervision are

crutial.in their development.

Wehling and Charters (1969), in perhaps, the best available study of

teacher attitudes, used 3 large pool of items, including some from the

Minnesota Teacher Attitude Inventory, and regularly observed the following

15



-factors in eight separate groups of secondary teachers, apprentice teachers,

and "heterogeneous school personnel":

1. Subject-Matter Emphasis: belief that subject-matter content of a
course has educational value in and of itself.

2. Personal Adjustment Ideolo4v belief that instructional process
should be organized around-student interests and needs far social
and emotional development.'

3. Student Autonomy vs, Teacher Direction: belief that appropriate
locus of control over classroom learning process lies with the
teacher or the students,

4. Emotional Disengagement: belief that a certain social distance
.shbuld be maintained between teacher and students.

5. Consideration of Student Viewpoint: acceptance of empathy as an
instructional b,rategy.

6. Classroom Order: need for a degree of order and decorum in the
class.

P

7. Student Challenge: belief that to induce learning a teacher must
require students to "stretch" themselves intellectually.

8. Integrative Learning: belief that students learn best by seeing
relationships between the subject and broader aspects of their

Willower (1967) 'employed a scale of items designed to determine pupil

control ideology, ranging from "custodialism or-rigid traditionalism to

humanism or learning through interaction and experience [Abstract]." Four

hundred eighty-six (486) elementary school teachers, 84 elementary school..4

principals and similar-sized groups of secondary personnel took, the
t

questionnaire and a measure of dogmatism. Findings were as follows:

(1) elementary teachers were more custodial than elementary principals,

;

(2) elementary personnel were less custodial than their secondary count rparts,

2(3) teachers with more than five years of classroom experience were mor custo-

dial than were less experienced teachers, A (4) custodial pupil control

ideology related significantly to dogmatism. While certain of Willower's

6
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items were adapted from the MTAI, the overall tone of this instrument is

far less negative and more appropriate for administration to preschool

teachers, and became the basis for some items on the ETS questionnaire.

V
The ETS Teacher Questionnaire was designed in an attempt to profit

from this previous research. The questionnaire contained deMographic

questions comparable to those reported in Head Start teacher research efforts

(SDC, RTI) and teacher attitude items adapted from Willower (1967). Other

items were designed to tap attitudes toward children, parents, supervisors

and learning an attempt to cover a wider spectrum than those instruments

previously used. In addition, items were incorporated to tap the "organiza-

tional climate," defined as the "press" for intellectuality, authority,

affectivity, and morality.on the part of teachers, supervisors and parents.

, These items were largely adapted from instruments that had been used

previously in research in other educational settings (Gross & Harriott,
Ca.

, 1965; McDill,-Meyers & Rigsby, 1967; ,I've & Stern, 1958). Recent investi-

;.r

gations (JohanneSson, 1973) suggest that the dimensionality of self-reports

of organizational climate is less than the twelve a priori cells of this

theoretical matrix, and that such ite0s are heavily influenced by relatively

few factors of job satl.:faction. Six items of the questionnaire currently

under study were specifically designed to investigate morale, and, as will

be seen in the body of the report, did relate to many more specific organiz-

ational climate items. The original goal of developing a "climate profile"

(Feidmesser, 1970, unpublished memo), however, would have required more

independence among responses than-was actually obtained. /

Information on relative importance of goals for children, and on

time allocated to various activities in a typical day was also elicited.

Finally, a short vocabulary test.was appended, but since the questionnaire

17
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was filled out by teachers at home, validity of this last section is

doubtful. A copy of the complete questionnaire is included in Appendix A.

The rationale for the emphases in this questionnaire was best stated

by Ball (1968):

"An examination of teacher education programs suggests
that we value both general knowledge and specific subject area
and foundational knowledge in our teachers (Trow, 1960).' Her
skills include cognitive skills (e.g., problem-solving, reasoning,
concep ualizing), social skills,(e.g., getting along with others,

t\l\'
flexibi ty'in role playing; leadership qualities), and psychomotor
skills (e.g., grace of movement, writing abilityability to put\
objects togethet). Her values and:attitudes are in genetal as
wide-ranging as any other adult person in her'society,'but espec-
ially iMportant are her attitudes towards children and her pro-
fession a d her valueS in the area of education and its major goals
and funct ns. Seccnd, the.teacher, as well as being a person in
her own rig t with her own setof knowledge, skills, values, and
attitudes, can be thought of.in terms of how she plays the various
roles our society calls on her as a teacher to perform. Being able
to play the role is a partial indicator of her ability to define it
accurately in terms,of the society's conceptualization of it
(Waller, 1932). ...It is no coincidence that the most intensive
sampling occurs in the area of values concerning education and its
purposes; attitudes toward children, race, etc The reason is that
at the present time-considerable stress is being placed on this area
by authorities on effective teaching of disadvantaged children [H-2,3]."

.

The following chapters of this reportprovide a description of the
,

sample and data collection and analysis procedures of the.questionnaire

responses, a description of the eight scales into which the items were

grouped, and a brief.summary and conclusions. Since it was felt that

complete descriptive data on each of the questionnaire items 'might be

useful to some, but not all, readers, these data are included as Appendix B.

Lee County, Alabama, the'fourth and rural site of the study, did not have

Head Start until Year 3, the kindergarten year for study children. Given

\ this confounding of site and school level, these Alabama data were described

`end scaled separately from the Year 2 teacher data. For comparative purposes,
\

, ;._

the'7efficient alpha internal consistencies of-the scales formed from these

18
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teachers' responses are included in he body of the report. The descriptive

questionnaiie data from the Alabama teachers are included as Appendix C.

-..

4

I
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Chapter 2

Method

As indicated previously, teacher questionnaires were obtained from

45 teachers in Year 2: 36 were in Head Start and nine were in other preschool

programs. The Year 2 simple was from the three urban sites.of the study only.

Since the fourth site, Lee County, Alabama, had Head Start only as a kinder-

4

garten-level program, the instrument was administered to these teachers in

Year 3.

Table 1 presents the number of Head Start and non-Head Start teachers

who filled out questionnaires in each site in Year 2. As can be seen,

Portland contributed twice as many teachers to both the Head Start sample and

the-total sample as did either St. Louis or Trenton.

Table 1

Number of Teachers From Whom Yer 2 Teacher Questionnaires Were
Obtained, Classified by Preschool and Site'

Site
Head Start
Teachers

Non-Head St'art

Teachers Total

Trenton, New /ersey 8 3 11

Portland:Oregon 19 4 , 23

St. Louis,\Missouri 9 2 11

Total 36 9 45

There was, considefable variety in types of sponsoring agencies for both

Head Start and non-Head Start preschool programs. The Trenton Head Start

teachers were all'employed by the local Board of Education, as were 16 of
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the 19 Portland Head Start teachers. The other three Portland Head Start

teachers were from a program sponsored by a local community action group.

Of the nine St. Louis Head Start teachers, four were employed by a parochial

(Roman Catholic) school system, and five by local community agencies. Of

the preschool teachers not in Head Start prograMs, all four Portland

teachers were employed by a religious organization (but were not within a

religious school system), as were two of the three teachers from Trenton.

The other Trenton teacher taught in a preschool operated by a private non-

,ptofit organization, and-the two in St. Louis were in a community action

program.

Table 2 contains the number of children from each of the three urban

sites who were tested in both Years 1 and 2, categorized according to sex,

race and preschool attendance. This table shows that, for those subjects

attending a preschool program, Portland children, like Portland teachers,

comprise half the sample, that the total sample is predominantly black,

and that there are slightly more boys than girls. Slight site differences

in sex and race composition of subjects are also apparent. Presenting

sample characteristics by Head Start eligibility according to the 1969 0E0

poverty guidelines and by race (see Table 3), certain naturally occurring

confoundings become even clearer. If eligibility is interpreted as a rough

SES index, very pdor whites are underrepresented in the sample, while blacks

arealmost equally split between the eligible and the ineligible categories.

While about two-thirds of eligible children attended Head Start, 129 in-

eligible children also attended.

The disproportionate site breakdowns of teachers and children, the

variety in types of sponsoring agencies, the small number of non-Head Start

21
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-Table 2

Head Start Longitudinal Sample-, Classified By Sex, Race
and Preschool Attendance, by Site and Total Group

Total Sample

Boys

White Black

Head Start 32 X179

Other Preschool 20 44

No Known Attendance 47 112

Total 99 35

40Pottland.

Boys

White Black

Head Start 14 90'

Other PS 16 19

No Known 28 52

Total - 58 161

St..Louis

Boys

O

White Black

Head Start 14 37

Other PS 0 3

No Known 1 13

Total 15 53

,Trenton

Girls

White Black Total

'25 ..%151 387

17 36 117

64 93 316

106 280 820

Girls

White Black Total

17 71 192

14 16 65

45 30 155

75 .' 117 412

Girls

.

White Black Total

7 29 87
0..

1 2 6

5 22 41

13 53 134

White

Boys
_

Black White

Girls

TotalBlack

Head Start 4 52 1 51 108

Other PS 4 22 2 18 46

No Known 18 47 14 41 -120

Total 26 * 121 17 110 274
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Table 3

Head Start Longitudinal Sample, Classified by
Head Start Eligibility and Race

White

Ineligible

Eligible

Indeterminate

136

42

27

Total 205

% of All Whites Black % of All Blacks

66.34 244 39.67

20.49 267 43.42

ft 13.17 104 16.91

100.00 615 100.00
4$

teachers, and the relatively small total teacher sample size preclude it,-

generalization to other Head Start and non-Head Start preschool t(achers.

Thus, the data included in this report are intended to be considered as

characteristic of the sample of Longitudinal Study teachers only.

Data Collection; Processing and Analysis

In June 1970, each teacher in a Head Start or other preschool program

in the three urban study sites whog'e class contained 50% or more Longitudinal

Study children was given a copy of the Teacher Questionnaire to complete at

home, following instruction in its use by the local technical director. Two

hundred thirty-eight K-3 teachers from schools study children would later be

attending also responded to the quegtionnaire at this time. Individual

responses of these elementary teachers are not described in'this report, but

scales based on the responses of the preschool teachers were applied to this%

larger sample to test generalizability. The results of these tests are pre- -.''f

sented in Project Memorandum 73-1 (Swinton & Shipman, 1973) which provides a

detailed description of the scale derivation. Thirteen kindergarten Head

23
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Start teachers from Lee County, Alabama, also responded to the questionnaire

in the following year (spring 1971).

Scoring and coding of the questionnaires were done at the Princeton

office, using two experienced coders working independently. Coding categories

for the open-ended questions are desciibed in Appendix D. A senior staff

member spot-checked the coding prior to keypunching. Frequency distributions

for each item response code were obtained for the total sample (N''45), and

separately by site and for Head Start (N=36) vs. non-Head Start (N..9) teachers.

Following standardization of all scores, item intercorrelations were ob-

tained for the total sample. After deleting items with essentially no variance

or reduced N's, an attempt was made to delineate a set of scales representing

the major facets of variance in the questionnaire in order to obtain reduced

scores for subsequent analyses. Eight relatively independent scales emerged

from this analysis. These scales are described in Chapter 4 of this report.

"Items With Low Variance or Skewed Distributions

In addition to the small sample size, a principal reason that factor

'analysis was not the procedure of choice for summarizing the responses t.,

this questionnaire wasIthe existence of certain items with idiosyncratic

distributions.

//
Per cent of time allocated to various activities'included several

/
teachers who allocated 100% to each of several areas, thus over-influencing

correlations to these items with these responden 4s particular patterns of

response. Only a few teachers listed "respons bility" as a desirable pupil

trait, "shyness" or "self-centered" as an undesirable pupil trait, or "good

citizenship" as a goal for pupils. "Selflonfidence" was listed as a

desirable teacher trait by only three tiaclbers. In specifying "help desired,"

I
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only two teachers listed more interaction with other-teachers, and only three

specified more interaction with parents or more professional staff. These

items were in a free-response format. In later versions of the questionnaire

these items were rephrased as multiplelchoice questions, based on these

responses, thus improving the distributions. The career influence section of

the questionnaire was also in a unique format; this apparently led groups of

them to appear as correlates of several of the scales. Factor analysis

.resulted in a component of variance attributable to the effects of this

method. Thus, a reformatting of items 13-24 to make them more similar to the

work attitude items would most likely increase the reliability of several of

the scales. A suggested revision of these items is:

13. Salary available was an extremely important
influence on my decision to enter teaching.

14. Salary available is an extremely important
influence in my continueing teaching.

SA A U D SD

Certain items varied significantly with site in meaningful ways but

some, such as "discipline," a goal mentioned only in Portland, and "physical-

motor skills" and "emotional development," not'mentioned by the St. Louis

teachers, may reflect site variations in the vocabulary of the trainers and

supervisors as much as real differences in goals. Duration of experience

with the disadvantaged was responded to by a minority of the teachers, but

only two, both in Portland, claimed more than five years. Thus, their re-

sponses are given disproportionate weight in correlations with this variable.

Finally, length of day is confounded both widh site and He d--Start vs. non-

Head Start differences. Only two Head Start to ers, both from Portland,_

reported more than a 4 1/2-hour dailyfiedule, while only three non-Head /
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Start teachers reported Tess than a 7-hour day. Length of day might be

expected to relate to a cluster of attitudes and goals usually related to

day care, rather than to traditional preschool programs.

In reviewing the results reported.in the following pages, the reader

is cautiotal CO keep in mind the limitations inherent in self- report items,

including the fact -the some of the teachers, despite assurances to the

contrary, felt the questionpaires,might be seen by their principal and for

that reason might have been less than honest is some of their answers.,

The questions on classtooci goals, teacher and child personality traits, and

help desired in the classroom were all open-ended questions, and thus are

very likely contaminated by teachers' verbal fluency. The revised Teacher

-puLstionnaire used in subsequent study years has alleviated this problem by

making these, questions closed-ended.

With all these cautions in mind, however, it is felt tha these data

do provide a description of some background characteristics and attitudes

of the preschool teachers of classes that many urban Longitudinal Study

children attendee! in Year 2 of the study and Alabama children attended in

Year 3.



X # Chapter 3

Summary 'of the Descriptive ResPonse3 of
the 45 Urban Preschool Teachers

ti

Although the preschool'teachers'iesponses to the questionnaire are.

presentea,in detail in Appendix B of this report,; a summary of these

responses is presented in the-following pages, plus some examples to:pro6ride

a sample bf the teachers' attitudes it1eirwn words,

- : -' , -

All teachers in the study were female, and the majority had gixte n

or more years of chooling. Age ranged from 21 to 65 years, with a med
-.,-:

'..,
, ,

5r,-----r' =
,

of 38 yar.
t

5 ea Two-thirds of the teadhers had other teaching experience.-
,,, :' .

Tat ; , '
A variety O.rprevious teaching experiences were listed by these teachers,

'1 el,
:.:,

the most common being preschool, kindergarten and early primary teaching.
,_

.s,

Many had,also taught in one or more,non-school settings, the mose frequently-

_

listgd,heing Sunday School. Only slightly-more than one-third, however,

"report0 previous'experience, with low-income or disadvantaged children.

,

A Wide variet9 of,classroom goals were listed by the teachers, the

mast frequently-mentioned being the development of physical-moLor skills,

academic skills, positive eelf-concept and self-esteem, and social develop-
=

vent. An articulate Portland Head Start teacher stated her goals as follows:

"To foster In each child a. sense of worth and confidence in himself; to foster

:positive pental health-respect for self and others; ability to use his own

capacity productively; to provide a variety of experiences which contribute

to the Child's social, emotional, physical and intellectual development; to

help each child develop some specific language/and cognitive skills so that

he can be successful in his school experiences."

The most type of help desired was that of more supervision

or training abput how or what to teach. For one Portland Head Start teacher,

ief
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,qt

"Supportive supervision and more opportunity for teachers to openly exchange

ideas, criticism and suggestions" were very important; another Portland

teacher suggested the need for "a psychologist as a source person, and a

curriculum advisor."

In answer to the question of the most desirable personality_ traits in

a teacher, one Portland HeadStart teacher replied: "Capacity for relating

to children in a warm, outgoing way; understanding of basic principles of

child development and their application to educational programs; flexibility,

willingness and eagerness'to learn, and an honest lik0g for people." A St.

Louis non-Head Start teacher felt that "being able to accept all children

warmly and respond to their needs" was important, and a Portland Head Start

teacher responded by listing, "patience, love for children, understanding of

agAevel accomplishments, a desire to learn from the child, not 'talking

down' to a child, and being enthusiastic about life and learning."

Most often-mentioned desirable student traits were interest in learning

and getting along with others. In the words of one teacher, the "ability to

relate at their level to children and adults, flexibility, curiosity, 'and a

desirefor,new experiences" were of importance. Relatively few undesirable

pupil traits were listed, destructive and aggressive behavior being most fre-

quently mentioned. In the words of one St. Louis teacher, "At this age

children tattle, want to be first in everything. Some area little to bossy

and some a little too shy. However, if they have no serious psychological

problems to try to overcome I don't find any too undesirable." On the other

hands some teachers were more definite about undesirable personality traits

in their pupils: "The attitude of 'turning off' adults--being impervious to

what is going on or that it pertains to them unless they are physically

4
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pressured to 'turn on' and respond. Many reflect a truly asocial attitude

and show no respect for persons or property including their own."

Teachers expressed more concern with their Rupils' affective and social

development than with their intellectual development. Almost all teachers

agreed with the items, "I am at least as concerned with how hard a child is

trying as I am with now much he is accomplishing," a "1 am at least as

concerned with having children learn to get along 4ith each other as I am

with. having them learn letters or numbers." Mo t teachers were not overly

/
concerned with keeping control in the classroom,

A
strongly disagreeing with-

the statement that "A teacher destroys her authoricy if she tries to be too

friendly with her pupils."

In accordance with Head Start goals, the importance of interacting with

and informing parents was stressed, rdost teachers strongly disagreeing with

the statement, "Discussing their children's work [with parents] is a waste

of time," and most indicating that ttiey "talk to every parent about what his

child is doing in my class once or twice a year, whether the child is doing

well or poorly."

Slightly less than one-third of all teachers admitted using physical

punishment with their pupils. Several teachers who admitted spanking or

striking a child added a qualifying explanation; one added that she had used

this method of punishment only "one time in my four years here." Almost all

teachers reported directly praising a child when they were ;leased with his

behavior. One Trenton Head Start teacher replied, "Praise him verbally or

hug him, pat his head, smile at him across the room--depending on the

situation. Occasionally, if behavior is particularly noteworthy, I send a

note home." A St. Louis Head Start teacher wrote: "I tell him 'Peter, I

29
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like the way you behaved today. You behaved beautifully'." Although obtained

in the following year from a Lee County, Alabama, kindergarten Head Stae,, tea-

cher, one response to this item (33) cannot be passed over, "Boy! If I am

pleased I will hug and kiss and squeeze the children when possible. I always

offer some reinforcement."

Jjalf-day sessions were most frequent in the Head Start centers, but a

seven to nine-hour day was listed by most non-Head Start teachers in this

sample. Language, large motor activities. and classroom routines were re-

ported by both groups to receive the most classroom emphasis, with number

skills, science and social studies receiving relatively less class time.

Teacher morale was apparently quite high, since the majority of teachers

agreed that their job was a very important one, enjoyed their present teach-

ing position, and reported they would be teaching next year and would not

want to leave their present teaching job, and felt that they had accomplished

their goals for children satisfactorily. A typical response to this last item

was, from a Trenton teacher, "I feel I have made substantial progress toward

accomplishing my goals with most of my children. The progress has ,to be

judged according to their individual levels as they entered in the fall--which

varied tremendously." The majority of teachers were also positive about their

supervisor's competence, administrative ability and effectivity.

Love of children, service to others, and intellectual aspects of teach-

ing were most commonly checked as "extremely important" reasons for their

entering and continuing in teaching, and the option "Only job open" was least

often checked as an important entering and continuing factor.

Most of the teachers had travelled widely in America, and most reported

reading newspaper or magazine articles on political and educational topics
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nearly every day. Slightly more than half belonged to one or more community

organizations, with church-related groups listed most frequently. The major-

ity felt themselves to be very or fairly well-informed on affairs within the

community in which they were teaching. Half of the teachers belonged to one

or more professional education organizations, and two-thirds reported attend-

ing at least one educational meeting during the year. with the majority of

these having attended more than one. Professional education organizations

and community action groups sponsored most of these meetings.

Major Site Differences Within the Head Start Sample*

Age

Portland had a greater percentage of younger teachers than did the other

two sites. Nearly half the Portland teachers (47%) were between twenty-one

and thirty, years of age as contrasted to approximately one-third in Trenton

(38%) and St. Louis (33%).

Schooling and Teaching Experience

The Portland teachers had a slightly higher median amount of schooling

(15.8 years) than those from Trenton (15.5 years), and considerably more

than those from St. Louis (13 years). These data probably reflect sponsor

differences, since Board of Education delegate agencies usually require tea-

cher certification. Portland also had a wider range of years of teacher

experience than the other two sites, five Portland teachers having one

year of previous teaching and four teachers with eleven to twenty years;,the

range of teaching experience in Trenton was from one to five years and in St.

Louis from two to ten years.

* Number of Head Start teachers are Trenton, 8; Portland, 19; and St.. Louis,
9. The total number of non-Head Start teachers was too small to permit a
similar comparison.
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Classroom Goals

More than 75% of both Portland and St. Louis teachers listed the foster-

ing of academic skills as of importance to them, in contrast to only 37% o

the Trenton teachers. Nearly half the Portland teachers (47%) listed class-

room discipline as an important goal, but no teacher from the other sites

did.,.

Schedule

A larger percentage of=Portland teachers reported spending more time on

language development and number skills (co141.stent with their emphasis on

academia goals) than did the other two cities. More Trenton teachers spent

more time on social studies and indeterminate -gork. A larger percentage of

St. Louis teachers reported more time taken up wit.classroom routine,

indeterminate work and grOss motor activities.

Help Desired

More Portland and St. Louis teachers specified help desired, with both
. .

emphasizing the need for more supervision and training in what to teach.

St. Louis teachers often listed smaller classes and more interaction with

parents as desirable, although the analysis of the Preschool Center Inventory

data (Lindstrom & Shipman, 1973) showed St. Louis Head Start center directors

in this sample to report the greatest amount of parent involvement and partiei-

pation in the classroom. Trenton teachers most often specified physical space

and equipment needs, although the Preschool Center Inventory results showed

St. Louis Head Start centers to be the least well-equipped of the three sites.

Work Attitudes

Teachers from all three sites were about equally positive regarding

their enjoyment of their present job and its importance, and signifidant site
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differences were found on only a minority of these work items. Portland

teachers appeared the most confident concerning the accomplishing of their

goals, more of them reporting feeling highly successful or rather successful

than those from the other two sites.

A considerably greater percefitage of Portland and Trenton teachers
, .

reported that a teacher should be concerned with a child's personal or family Ok

problems and felt that a child's "understanding" of his work was of great

importance. More St. Louis teachers replied that they always joined their

pupils in games and agreed that children should not "tattle" about a classmate

to the teacher.

Career Influences

A larger percentagelof the Portland teachers felt that entering and

continuing salary, work hours and vacation benefits were extremely or very

important influences. They also tended to reply more often that opportunity

for service was an important factor, as did many of the St. Louis teachers.

Attitude Towa4d Supervisor

The Portland teachers as a group were considerably less positive about

the administrative abilities and, interpersonal characteristics of their

supervisors thn were teachers from the Oiler two sites. A much larger per-

centage from Portland answered that their supervisor seldom: 1) obtained

facts before making decisions, 2) based decisions on educational consider-

ations, 3) was interested in the teacher's welfare or tried to put her at

ease, 4) had good suggestions, and 5) took the teacher's side in cases of

parent complaints. The only negative evaluation of the supervisor made more

often by the St. Louis teachers was that of not having work well-organized.

The Trenton teachers were uniformly the most positive group in their responses

about supervisors. 41
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Travel and Organizations

All the Portland teachers had travelled more than 1,000 miles from

their home in the United States, whereas less than half the St. Louis and

Trenton teacher:, had done so. The Portland and St. Louis teachers.belonged

to more organizations than did the Trenton teachers.

Summary of Site Differences

The Portland teachers had a higher median amount of schooling, a wider
.

range of teacher. experience, and were younger than those in the other two

sites. As might be expected given their greater training and experience,

they were also the most confident about accomplishing their classroom goals.

Perhaps also as a reflection of their greater training and experience, they

were the only group to emphasize the importance ofsalary, hours and vacation

in entering and continuing in teaching, and were the most highly critical of

their supervisors. They were also the most widely-traveled group of the

three.

More Portland and St. Louis teachers seemed to be oriented toward

academic skills, since they listed more academic goals and the need for more

training in what to teach than did the Trenton teachers, while both Portland

and Trenton teachers reported a greater concern with children's social and

.emotional problems.

4
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Chapter 4

Z: Derived Scales

In an attempt to group items into more reliable subtests that might pre-

diLt teachers' behavior and effectiveness, the responses were subjected to

provisional characterization as scales. For a detailed description of the

scale development the reader is referred to Projedt Memorandum 73-1 (Swinton

& Shipman, 1973).

Inspection of the questions themselves, and knowledge of their sources

ana previous use, led to a subjective. assignment of items to eleven a priori

scales. This was followed by investigation of inter-item,and item -scale

correlations, coefficient alpha estimates of internal consistency, and inter-

'

scale correlations, leading ta the dropping of certain items, reassignment

of others and coalescence of some pairs of scales, finally resulting in eight

'N
relatively independent dimensions describing responses of these 45 teachers.

As will be emphasized in the following pages, these descriptive scales were

constructed with, an eXe to construct validity, rather than by mechanical

comparison of correlations. Items that did not make psychological sense in
qP

a cluster were examined rather than rationaliZed, and if found wanting by

virtue of sources of covariance extraneous to the intended meaning of the

scale, they were dropped, while items that were essential to meaningful

interpretability were retained in spite of lower item-scale correlations.

The development of scales on only 45 teachers is fraught with dangers

Of sampling idiosyncracies and inadvertent capitalization on error variance,

because the respondents number less thawpo=third the number of questions

and because of known confounding of site with certain_ variables. Nevertheless,

the work resulted in a few scales of some robustness when tested against the

35
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cross-sectional sample of 238 elementary teachers and the small sample of

Lee County, Alabama, kindergarten Head Start teachers.

For ease of presentation, scales will be discussed in order of their'

apparent generalizability, as measured by the magnitude of the coefficient

alpha among the Year 2 preschool teachers and in extension to the elementary

teacher sample.

Scale I. Attitude Toward Supervisor

This scale contained items adapted from four of Gross and Harriott's

(1965) scales, and several others written for the study. The- following

questionnaire items were contained in the Supervisor scale:*

Your Supervisor

* 89. is consistent in his/her policies.
* 90. gets the facts he/she needs before making important decisions.

91. puts off making important decisions too long (reversed').
92. doesn't have his/her work very well organized (reversed).

* 93. makes decisions that are based on educational considerations

rather than on administrative convenience.

94. insists that teachers show due respect for his/her position

(reversed).
.95. puts you at ease when you talk to him/her.

* 96. shows a real interest in your welfare.
* 97. does his/her best to comply with your requests.
* 98. can be counted on to take your side when an individual parent

complains about something you have done.
* 99. can be counted on to take your side when a community group

complains about something you have done.

100. calls you by your first name.
101. expects you to follow hiS/her suggestions whether you like

them or not (reversed).
102. expects you to follow certain rules regarding your personal

appearance (reversed).
103. visits your classroom more than you would like him/her

to (reversed).
*104. makes you feel that you can express yourself freely about

educational matters, even when you disagree with him/her.

*105. gives you a significant part to play in determining the

different policies that affect your work.-
*106. generally has some pretty good suggestions to make.

*Items retained in'the final scale are preceded by an asterisk (*).

dr,
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The initial analysis had specified two subscales based on Feldmesser's

sugteSCions (1970), one being "Superviscir Managerial Skills" consisting of

items 89-100 and 106, and the other being "Supervisor's Concern with

Authority," made up cif items 101-105. Since these subscales correlated

-.68, they were combined, with the Authority items reversed.

Reliability of the final Supervisor scale items, as estimated by

Cronbach's coefficient alpha, was .92. When this scale was applied to the

238 cross-sectional teachers, alpha remained high, equaling .88. Among the
8

13 Alabama Head Start kindergarten teachers, this reliability was .91.

It is of interest that'those items that best related to the total

scale were all positively worded, suggesting a strong element of acquiescent

response set contributing to the rather impressive consistency. Teachers

did not make fine distinctions, but approved of either most or very few of

their supervisor's characteristics. Assessment of attitude toward super-

visors might thus, despite the many specific scales in the literature, be

fairly reliably assessed with very few questions directly asking for an

overall judgmental rating.

A-positive attitude toward one's supervisor might be expected to relate
4

to higher morale and more conventional attitudes toward authority. This

expectation was confirmed by correlations of Scale I with the Morale (.23)

and Traditional Orientation (.27) scales in the later analysis.

Scale II. Experience and Interests

The Experience and Interests scale was also a combination of two a priori

scales, one containing items of level of schooling and amount and variety of

previous teaching experience, and the other attempting to measure breadth of

interest and consisting of items relevant to amount of travel in the U.S. and

37
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abroad, frequency of reading and discussing political issues, attendance at

educational meetings, and membership in professional and other organizations.

Since the intercorrelation of tfhe two subscales was .45 (dropping to a still

significant .38 when age was partialled out), and it was apparent that they

were both teasuring age-related experience and maturing of attitudes, they

were combined.. The following items comprised these scales (with items

included in the-final scale starred):

'Experience

* 2 Number of years schooling

* 3 Number of years teaching classes of children
this age

* 4 Number of years in present job

* 5A Other teaching experience
-

* 5A 1-7 Sum of other teaching experiences

* 5B Sum of other relevant teaching experiOnce

6 Previous experience working with disadvantaged
or minority-group children

12 Special training for working with disadvantaged
children

Interests

107 Residence in another state

*108 U.S. distance travelled

*109 Travel in foreign countries

*4.9 Read political articles

*111'N, Discuss political issues

*113 Number of non-professional groups

*114 'Nqmber of professional organizations

*116 InfOrTed about community

*117 Read edUbaonal articles

118-147 Verbal facirtkies total score

*115 Number of educational meetings attended

,
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The Experience and Breadth or Interests scale had .:n alpha coefficient

of .77 within the sample of 45 preschool teachers, and .70 in the Alabama

sample. Extending this scale to the larger sample of cross-sectional K-3

teachers resulted in an alpha of .65, which is remarkably high for a scale

that had been developed !in a small sample. Obviously, education and experi-

,/
ence is not one, nor even two variables. A degree in child development,

usually obtained from what was or still is a Home Economics department,

involves exposure to quite different philosophies antl experiences than does

a degree from a school 4f education. Experience in a well-organized center

1with a coherent philoso ) hy can change attitudes and matLods in dealing with

/children in very diffe ent directions from experience in a program less

conducive to staff development. More information about quality of experi-

ence and education, and descriptions of the in-service training programs

in which these teachers actually participated, are necessary before policy

conclusions can be made about the impact of age or experience on teacher's

attitudes -.'her. this information is obtained in future studies, the policy-
.

relevant questions should be, "What kinds of experiences and training affect

teachers' attitudes and przctices, and hou do tMse in turn affect the

children in theiL care?" With a larger sample of teachers, it is hoped that

the present instrument can be useful in exploring these differences.

Scale III. Favorable Attitude Toward Parents

This scale was the final case of combining two a priori scales that

appeared to be tapping a single ulmension. One subscale was originally

intended to measure teachers' attitudes toward parents' effectivity and

intellectuality, and included items 52, 54, 55, 72, 75, 77, and 85 (see

listing below). The other. intending to tap teachers' negative attitude
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toward parents' authority and morality teaching, was made up of items 56, 57,

61,'65, an..- 79. Since these two suoscales were found to correlate at

much higher than the reliability of either, they were combined.

Items of this Parent scale were:

,-

* 52. A teacher aught not inciaire into the personal or family
piafilems a Child may' be having.

'54. It makes me feel good when a parent sends me a token of
appreciation for my work.

* 55. Good relations with parents may be important, but discuSsIng
their children's work with them is mostly a waste of time
r:eversed).

56. Most of the thildren here come in dressed about as well as
their parents can afford (reversed).

* 57. I try the best I can to let parents know where their
responsibility for a child ends and mine begins.

* 61. It's obvious that tanSt parents here have not done much
about teaching thei: children good manners (reversed).

* 65. It may be nice to have parents visit the class once in a
while, but it interferes with my work just the same.

10,
* 72. Most of the parents here show as much interest in their

children's p ogress as anyone, could want.
OP

75. It is impomant4for me to visit the home of every one of
my pupils at least once a year.

* 77. If you get too friendly with parents, sooner or later they
will ask you to do some special favor for their child
(reversed).

* 79. It's a pretty good guess that the language most of my pupils
hear at home is disgraceful (reversed).

* 85. I get to talk to every parent about what his biild is doing
in my .Aast. once or twice a year, whether the child is doing
w.c11 or poorly.

Coe:ficient alpha for this scale was .67. The scale retained its con-

sistency in the extension to the larger sample (alpha m .62), but was

substantially less (alpha 1, .48) /n the sample of 13 Alabama teachers.

Scale :II-exhibited significant relations to Scale IV, Traditional

Orientattbo (r -m .41), Scale VII, Academic Vi.lutle (t .31). and Scale V,

Morale (r .39).
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This scale seems to offer an adequate measure of attitude toward

parents,.and an indicator for a large cluster of other generally positive

attitudes about children and teaching.

Scale IV. Traditional Orientation

(7The T*-iitional Orientation scale co,sisted mainly of items tapping

teacners' authority orientation and concern for social development. The

a priori items comprising this scale were:

* 7-7 Lists "good citizenship" as a goal.

* 7-14 Lists "discipline," or "self-control" as a goal.

* 8 Prefers to work with girls.

2575 Lists "more interaction with teachers" as help she
would like.

*25-6 Lists "more interaction with parents" as help she
would like.

*29-1 Lists "obedience" as a desirable student trait.

29-7 Lists "responsibility" as a desirable student trait.

*30-1' Lists "impulsive" as undesirable pupil hch-.1or.

31 Admits to having punished a child in her class by
striking or spanking.

*33-8 Mentions more time spent on classroom routine,
including saying pledge, announcement, rest,
lavatory, snacks, lunch, and getting ready to go
outside.

Agreeing with:

54 A child who.-4,a-e-sfi'l---sTiow respect for his teacher won't

learn much from her.

58 Children ought not to "tattle" to the teacher when a
classmate Noes something wrong (disagree).

63 When attitldren get into a° quarrel, the best thing is for
me to setlitle ih as soon ,as possible.

70 Having children do small errands and chores for the reacher
is a useful part of their learning experience.'

*71 child shouldn't tell .7, teacher that she is wrong even if
she- is.

*76 Children will never learn to enjay painting or drawing if
they are allowed to do it in any way they please.

41
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*78 A classroom is a better place for all concerned if children
get into the habit of asking for permission to do things.

*80 Chifdren make so many mistakes when they work by themselves
that it is better not to let them try.

*82 Maybe I shouldn't say so out loud, but sometimes I admire
the child who shows some spirit by disobeying his.teacher
(disagree)

83 No matter what is going on, I will interrupt it if necessary
to deal with an ethical pr moral problem of behavior.

*84 I plan what I am going to do before the start of each day°.

*86 I would immediately reprimand any child who used foul
language in my classroom.

The alpha reliability coefficient for this scale was .68 in the sample

of the 45 Year 2 teachers, but dropped to .51 in the sample of 238 K-3

cross-sectional teachers and .52 with the Alabama teachers.

This §cale exhibited significant negative correlation with Scale III,

Favorable Attitude Toward Parents (r= -.41), and nearly significant nega-
.,.

five correlation with Scale VII, Academic Values (r = -.29). It shoulcy,

emphasized, however, that a relatively traditional or conventional attitude

in this-group of preschool teachers may still represent a Child-centei-ed

attitude when compared tO elementary or secondary teachers. The extent to

whi h a tendency to take extreme positions influences "Likert-type" items

remains an open question in attitude research, and in a,case in which most

respondents are on the same end of the spectrum, a relatively low score on

an item cannot be distinguished from a set toward 'noderation. In the

Traditional Orientat,inn scale, only half the items were subject to this

threat to validity, extreme position response bias, since the others were

all in free-response format. One Traditional Orientation item, 84, is a

partic4iarly glaring example of extreme position bias, In responding to

this item, "1 plan what I am going to do," 31 teachers responded 'always,"
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and the remainder (12) responded "most of the time," meaning that the teacher

low on this item was hardly against planning. Thus the names of the scales

correctly indicate direction of attitude, but not degree, and studying the

covariance of these response tendencies does not justify such conclusions as

"Experienced teachers-di-Aike their supervisors."

Scale V." Morale

This scale was developed from Lhe following a priori set of items:

* 9 Plans to teach beyond the end of the current year

* 21 Only job open - entering influence (reversed) -

* 22 Only job open - continuing influence (reversed)

26 Most teachers teach as they were taught.

28 Have accomplished most gc-la.

* 50 The lob I'm doing is one of the most important there is.

* 60 AI really enjoy teaching here.

66 Children and parents aside, my relationships with the
people I work with on this job are pretty enjoyable.

* 73 Ths,educational program that is in use here is just about
wnat I would like it to be.

I wouldn't mind leaving this job if something better came
along (reversed).

I Items 26 and 28 correlated negatively, but not significantly, with

thelproposed scale, the latter cor lation suggesting that morale was not

merely a social :esirability measure. Item 66 was independent of the

others, perhaps because 38 of the 45 teachers agreed or strongly agreed,

leaving little variance. With the deletion of these items, alpha rose to

.60, indicating acceptable reliability in the Year 2sample, and was even

higher (r = .71) in the Alabama sample. The reliability dropped to .34,

however, in the cross-sectional analysis.

In the preschool sample, Scale V showed a significant positive relation

to Scale III, Attitude Toward Parents, and Scale VII, Academic. Values. Its
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relationship to Scale IV, Traditional Orientation, was negative, but not /

significantly so. The relationship with Attitude Toward Supervisor was

positive, but not strongly so. Thus, several scales indicating positive

attitudes were inter-related sufficiently to suggest that an element of

r.

acquiescence ran through them all, although perhaps not to the extent tome

other instruments, such as the MTAI, are "loadel with acquiescence s

(Gage, Leavitt, & Stone, 1957; Peabody, 1966)1

This scale showed the smallest between-site variation, a fact that is

of some interest in view of the extreme sate variation in attitude toward

supervisor. Either attitude toward supervisor is independent of morale, or

other favorable conditions in Portland serN,ed to raise morale in that site.

Before drawing causal inferences about the depressing effect of experience

with the disadvantaged on morale, it would be well to note that only two

teachers listed more than five years experience, and these two happened to

have low morale.

While this scale may have.some social desirability components, the

face validity of the items suggests that it should be a more reliable mea-

sure of morale than it appears to be in the cross-sectional sample. The

reformatting of the career influence items, as suggested in a previous

section of this report, would probably increase the reliability of this

scale somewhat.

Scale VI. Service Motive

This scale began as an a priori scale consisting of the following your

items:

11-1 Listing "Patience" as a desirable teacher trait.

15 Checking "Service" as a strong influence on entering the job.
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16 Checking "Service" as a strong influence on continuing.

27 Agreeing that this Longitudinal Study can probably find
out something.worthwhile about children.

Reliability was satisfactory for the sale to be utilized for descrip-

tive purposes in the Year 2 and Year 3 small samples (r = .63 and .52,

respectively). In the cross-sectional analysis, however, coefficIent alpha

was only .25, indicating that this scale was less generalizable to teachers

of older children than those discussed previously. Scale VI showed signifi-

cant correlation-only with Scale VII, Academic Values (r = .31). While this

scale appears by inspection of the items to have a social desirability

component, its pattern of correlations with individual items gives little

support to this opinion.

\Scale VI appears, however, toOleiof limited usefulness outside of the

present small sample. Further scale development, using the cross-sectional

sample, will be undertaken, and the posibility of combining this scale with

Scale VIII will be examined.

Scale VII. Academic Values

The Academic Values scale was developed from the following items:

* 7-1 Academic skills as a classroom goal

* 7-3 Expressive skills as a classroom goal

* 7-10 Love of learning as a classroom goal

7-11 Curiosity or creativity as a classroogoal

11-6 Well trained as a desirable teacher trait

*11-8 Open-minded as a desirable teacher trait

*19 Intellectual aspects as an entering influence

*20 Intellectual aspects as a continuing influence

25-1 Listing "smaller class" as a need

29-4 interest in learning.as a desirable child trait

*30-4 Apathy as an undesirable child trait

45
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I am at least as concerned with how hard a child is
trying as I am with how much he is accomplishing
(disagree).

59 It's worth interrupting whatever I am doing to get
the attention ofeven one child (disagree).

*68 The importance of getting a child to "understand" has
been exaggerated; all you can really know is whether
he is doing his work correctly (disagree).

69 I am at least as concerned with having children learn
to get along with each other as I am with haviA them
learn letters and numbers (disagree).

The final Academic scale consisted of the starred items, resulting in

a moderate alpha of .50 in the Year 2 satple, which dropped to .35 among

the Alabama teachers and to .21 among the cross-sectional sample. While

representing a moderately reliable composite for description of the pre-

school sample, and for examination of relations to other indicators, this

scale apparently is not appropriate for generalization to other groups.

In the sample of Year 2 teachers, Scale VII related significantly to

Scales VI, Service Motive (r =,.31) and III, Favorable Attitude Toward

Parents (r = .31). The correlation of Scale VII with Scale IV, Traditional

Orientation, and Scale VIII, Concern for Social-Emotional Development, were

negative (r = -.29 and -.25, respectively), approaching significance in the

direction that would be expected of a valid, but not satisfactorily reliable,

measure of academic orientation.

While not significant, the site confounding was such that Portland

'teachers were generally higher on Scale VII than Trenton and St. Louis tea-

chers. Significant correlations with "career influences" items may suggest

that the relation of this scale to VI, Service Motive, may be due to shared

method variance.

A large number of correlations between this scale and positive
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statements about children and parents may indicate some social desirability

elements in the items, but it seems likely that teachers high on this scale

really were less
/

authoritarian and more positive in their attitudes. Future

analyses of these data will explore the utility of reducing the dimensionality

of this set of scales, and it is possible that the present scale will contribute

strongly to a more reliable first factor of favorable attitudes. We will then

be able to study the relationship of these attitudes to teacher behavior, pro-

gram characteristics, and child attitudes and behavior with some confidence

that we understand the instruments.

Scale VIII. Concern for Social-Emotional Development

)

The Social-Emotional scale consisted of the following items:

25-3 More professional staff as a need (perhaps reflecting a
desire for psychological and social work support)

29-2 Happy outlook as desirable in students

29-6 Openness as desirable in students

30-3 Not getting along with others as an uLdesirabIe trait

30-6 Self-centered as an undesirable trait

32-3,5 Use of non-tangible rewards

'32-2,4 Informing parents as a reward

88 Whenever possible, I try to have a little party in
class.

The resulting alpha was .59 in the Year 2 sample of preschool teachers,

but dropped to .08 in the cross-sectional sample and to -.14 in the sample

of Lee County teachers. It is apparent from these large differences in alpha

that concern for social-emotional development is not a unitary construct.

47

Scale VIII also showed low correlations with other scales, its highest cor-

relation in the preschool sample being with the "Interests" subscale (1. =

.17).
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There was a slight but not signifIkcant tendency for St. LouiS preschool

teachers to be highest on this scale.

\,"

In applying these scales as independent variables for the prediction of

classroom process and outcome variables in the next report of this series,

attention will be paid to the possibility that the less-reliable scales,

Service, Academic Values, and Concern ,for Social-Emotional Development,

could be combined into two, or even one scale. In particular, the Interests

subscale could be separated from Scale II and -combined with Academic Values,

and Scales VI and VIII could be combined. The final test of this possibility

will be explanatory power in relating to what teachers do with children and

how the children are affected.
fb

Scale Score Differences by Site, Type of Program and Program Sponsorship

Mean scale scores for Year 2 preschool teachers at each of the'three

urban sites were computed, and are presented graphically in Figure 1, along

with the values. of t for certain post-hoc comparisons.

Figure 1 shows the significant site differences to be found in Attitude

Toward Supervisor, with Portland being significantly more negative (2 < .001),

in Experience and Interests, with Portland higher < .05), Attitude Toward

Parents, with St. Louis more negative (2. <.02), and Academic Values, with

Trenton being lower (2 <:.05). St. Louis was higher than Trenton on Tradit-

ional Orientation, but the difference was not significant at the .05 level.

In an attempt to determine whether the site differences in Portland'on

Attitude Toward Supervisor were explained by the greater experience of Port-

land teachers, teachers were divided into groups above and below age 30. No

significant differences in scale scores for the two groups were found, other

than Experience and Interests, which was related directly to age.

.
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The only Head Start--.non-Head Start difference that was, significant was

on Scale I, Attitude Toward Supervisor, with means of -.81 fo Head Start

and 3.26 for non-Head Start (t = 2.60; 2 .< .02). The nine non-H ad Start

teachers were nearly significantly higher on Scale V, Morale, mean .13 vs.

-.53, t = 1.95. On both scales, the largest contrast between Head Start and

non-Head Start teachers was in Portland. Head Start teachers were lowe

each site on Scale,II, Experience and Interests, but this was not signifi

again because all Portland teachers were higher on this scale.

The final comparison of scale scores was between programs sponsored by

boards of education (all Trenton Head Start teachers and all but three Port-

land Head Start teachers, N = 24) and those sponsored by other groups

(parochial, community action, and civic groups, N = 21). Significant differ-

ences were obtained for the following scales:

Sponsorship

Scale Bd. of Education . Other 1.43

Mean SD Mean SD

IV Traditional Orientation -2.87 5.31 3.28 5.58 4.87 (2 <.001)

I Attitude Toward Sup.ervisor -2.46 9.90 2.81 4..51 2.54 (2.<.01)

III Attitude Toward Parents 1.24 4.30 -1.42 ' 5.29 2.04,(2 <.05)

Thus, in this sample, keeping in mind the confounding of sponsorship

and site, teachers in Board of Education-sponsored programs are significantly

less traditional in orient,tion, have a significantly lower opinion of their

supervisor,13ut are more favorable toward parent involvement than are teachers

in other preschools. The significance figures are only suggestive, however,

since this test is not independent of the previously performed tests on site

differences.



Chapter 5

Summary and Conclusions

Although there is little evidence on the effects of characteristics and

attitudes of preschool teachers in their classrooms, research using older

pupils has found that a teacher's age, education, previous training and

experience, morale, teaching style and attitudes affect-students' classroom

behavior and academic achievement. In order to obtain information on tea-

chers' demographic characteristics, education, experience and interests,

and attitudes toward .Turk and supervisors, the ETS-Head Start Longitudinal

Study of Disadvantaged Children developed an extensive teacher questionnaire

which was given in Year 2 to those urban Head Start and other preschool ;

i!
.teachers whose class consisted of 50% or more Longitudinal Study children.'

The Longitudinal St-iy urban preschool teachers were found to be quite

similar in age, education, teaching experience, attitudes toward children
r

classroom practices and classroom emphases to those Head Start teachers ,

described in.the work of RTI and SDC. The median age of these urban pre-

'4

school teachers in the present sample was just over 35 years, and the,

majority had the equivalent of 16 years of schooling. Most of the teachers

had previous teaching'experience, in either school or non-school settings,

but no previous experiencg with low-income or disadvantaged children.

Teachers listed a wide variety of classroom goals, the most frequently-

mentioned being physical-motor development, aca\iemic skills, positive self-

concept, and social development. The most commonly-listed form of help

desired was that of more supervision or training in what to teach. Concern

with pupils' social ana emo,tional.development overshadowed concern with

intellectual development at this pre-kindergarten age, and most teachers did
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not appear overly concerned with keeping strong classroom control. Work

morale was reported to be quite high, and most teachers were positive about

parent involvement and their supervisor's personal and intellectual qualities.

Site differences were found on a number of items, with the Portlarld'tea-

chers reporting more schooling, a wider range of teaching experience, and

more confidence about the accomplishment of their classroom goals. They

were also the most negative about their supervisor's administrative capability

and personality. Given differences across sites in sample size, sponsoring

agency and socioeconomic status, these differences are not readily interpret-

able at this time.

Eight scales were derived from the questionnaire items, deleting those

that did not discriminate among teachers, or that seemed to load on several

different conceptual dimensions simultaneously. The scales varied in their .

reliabilities and in their generalizability to a cross-sectional sample of

E-3 teachers in the studyla target school districts and to a small sample of

Alabama kindergarteu Head Start teachers studied the following year.

The final scales were: alpha

I Attitude Toward Supervisor .92

iI Experience and Interests .77

III Attitude Toward Parents .67

IV Traditional Orientation .68

V Morale .60

VI Service Motivation- .63

VII Academic Values .50

VIII Concern for Social-Emotional Development .59

S2
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Among the responses of the 45 urban preschool teachers, Scales I and 11 were

related inversely,steachers with more experience being more negative toward

their supervisor. Scale II was also related inversely to Scale IV, the more

experienced teachers being less conventional in attitudes. Both of these

above relationships, however; are influenced by the fact that the site with

the-most experienced and well-trained teachers showed near-unanimity in

negative feelings toward supervisors, and contained the least traditional

teachers. In spite of this site confounding, the fact that experience did

not go with "hardening" of attitudes in this sample lends some support for

statements by Fuller (1969) and Lee (1973) that teachers creed several years

. of experience before they are free to thfnICabout children and their needs

rather than about classroom control. It should be emphasized, however, that

the "traditional orientation" items included in the questionnaire probably

only tapped a mild form of authoritarianism. The traditional attitudes that

finally remained in the scale might better be described as "conventional."

The Morale scale was_positively related to favorable Attitudes Toward

Supervisor and Parents and sires.. an Academic Values and negatively related

to Traditional Orientation.

Several site differences in scale scores emerged. As was the case with

th't individual items, Portland teacher were highest on the Experience and

Interests scale, but were the least positive about their supervisors. The

St. Louis Leachers were the lowest on Experience and Interests and on Atti-

tudes Toward Parents, but were the highest of the sites or. Traditional

Orientation. Trenttn teachers were the lowest of the three sites on :4ervice

Motive. In general, Portland teacher and hildren were highest on SES

indicators and St. Louis teachers and ctildren lowest. There were also
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systematic program and sponsorship differences confounded with the three

sites. These considerable site differences, although hot readily ierer-

pretable in this sample, would seem to indicate the wide diversity among

Head Start and other preschoOl.teachers in different areas of the country,

as was pointed out receatly by Zigler (Report on Preschool Education, 1972).

These differences within and across sites obviously complicate any evaluation

ql Head Start program effects.

While application of the eight derived scales to a _rose -sectional

sample of early elementary teachers showed considerable stability for the

first four s-lles, replications -using other Ilea' Start and preschool

samples are re nmmended. A-small.step in this direction was done using a

1,t up of thirteen Lee County, Alabama, teachers in Year 3 of the study,

resulting in high internal consistency for all scales except that of Social-

Emotional values. It is thus suggested that a shortened .version of th-

Teacher Questionnaire consisting primarily of those items that const!tuted

the final scales, with certain item format changes as indicated in the body

of this report, be considered for development in further research in pre-
.

school teachers' attitudes. Much further work needs to be done.on the

scales of Social-Emotior.al and-Academic Values. Certain of the, derived

scales do, however, bear resemblance to seven of the eight factors obtained

by Wehling and Charters (1969)-among teachers of higher grade levels. The

eighth factor of Wehling and Charters. Integrative Learning, which contrasts

the belief chat education is the amassing of a body of facts vs. the belief

chat the important goal of education is learning relaLionships and structures,

was not directly repres-ented by any of the items in the ETS questionnaire.

This dimension Is probably more relevant to teachers of upper-grade students
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than it Is to teachers of preschool children.

It should not be necessary to point out that it is only for convenience

that the characteristics of teachers are considered as'a separate report.

This in no way implies that we consider a partictilar teacher to be isolated

from. the multiple and diverse environmental factors impinging upon her and

her pupils. Included therein are the administrative policies controlling.,

that class and the nature of-the interaction between the teacher and other

members of the administration. For example, the degree to which the teacher

may encourage,independc..ce in her pupils,reflects, in part, the autonomy she

perceives in the management alter classroom, and the interaction between the

teacher and the. model or type of program she is implementing (Klein,,1973).

In a recent article, Shipman (1973) noted that education's task extends

beyond providing the right "mix" of instruction to and construction by the

child to a broad concern for the quality of child life and raised the fotlow-

Mg questions: flow does the institutional nature of the school affect the

community and vice versa, and what is the impact of these influences upon the

child? What are the components of a "good" educational environment which

foster creative abilities and emotional maturity as well as basic skills?

What characteristics of teachers have a lasting impact? It is at'this

juncture that our knowledge is probably most hazy. Therefore, future uses

of =hose questionnaire data within the framework of the Longitudinal Study

will be to examine the relationship of the teacher's background characteristics

and attitudes co observed classroom behaviors and-interactions, as well as to

measures bf selected institutional variables, the child's cognitive, affective

and social b4aviors (as assessed by individually administered tests md ctass.-

rdom observations) and to parental and family background variables.
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Name:

I.D.

....1111

f

- Position:

Dates: / /

N me of School or Center: ...
Address of School or Center:

Grade Level: (Check one)

C--

1 . Head Start-
2. Grade 1
3. Grade 2
4. Grade 3

TEACHER QUESTIONNAIRE

SC

*LON 011110114AL Min

"1.

Copyright 0 1955, Cooperative Test Division, Educational Testing Service.

Copyright 0 1970, Educational Testing Service, Princeton, New Jersey ossxp
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I

Teacher Questionnaire

Thi questionnaire should be completed by all persons in the classroom who

work with children. Please mark your response or write your answer to the space

,provided. Thank you for your help.

Whatls your sex? (check one)

. 1. male

2. female

2: Circle the number of years of schooling completed.

1 2 3 4 =5 6 7 8 9 IO

II ,. 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20

F How may years have you been teaching classes and children of this age?

=4. How long have you been teaching in the place where you are now?

1. Less than one year

2. One to three years

.3. Four to six years

4. More than six years

5. *Hay, you had'any other teaching experience?

1. Yes If so, what?

2:No

At what school level?

At any other places? (e.g., Sunday School, Music
School, camp)

6. Have you had any other experiences working as a volunteer or paid employee

with low-income or disadvantaged youngsters?

1. Yes

' 2. No

If so, what? How long?

a.

2.



44-
-1.

7. What are you attempting to"accomplish With the. children in your class?

J1
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<,

8. If classes were to be separated according to sex of students, which would

you prefer to teach--boYs o girls?. (check one)

1: Boys
4

,

9. Do you Presently plan to teach beyond the en6 of the current year or end

of tile present program?

1. Yes

2. NO

'I.Don't know

What,is yourAge? "(at las; birthd:)

A

11. In geueralwhat do you see as the most desirable personality traits in a

teacher or person workihg with children?

12. Have you liad any special training for,teaching disadvantaged/minority children?

(Describe in enough.detail so we can tell its length and general content.)

.......

-57-
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--\.2nestions 13-24. .

There are a variety of reasons why a person might enter and continue in a teaching

career. For each of the numbered items beldW, indicate, using the ratings listed,

(first) the extent to which each reason influenced you to enter teaching and

(second) the extent to which that reason continues to influence you as a teacher.

(a) Extremely influential .

(b) Very influential

(c) Somewhat influential

. "(d) Slightly Influential

(e) Not nfluentiar

Salary Available
13. Entering influence

14. ContInuing Influence

Service to Others
15. .Entering influence

16. Continuing influence

Hours and Vacation Schedule
rY: Entering influence

18., Continuing influence

Intellectual Aspects
19. Enteting influence

20. Continuing influence

Only Job Open to Me
21. Entering influence

22. Continuing influence

Love of Children/Youngsters
23. Entering influence

24. Continuing influence

a.

1.
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6.

.

-25. Is there any specific help you would like that you do not now have available

and that would help you to'do,a better job?

26. Would you agree that, in general, most teachers teach most students

-the same way they were taught? (check one)

1: Yes

2. No

3. Don't knoW',

N.

n about

27. Doyou think that a study like this Longitudinal Study of young children

(as you know it) can really find out anything worthwhile?'

1.' Yes probably

2. No, not likely

3. Don't know

28. Earlier in this questionnaire (Question 6) we asked what you were attempting

to accomplish with children in your class. Would you now indicate,yOur,

feelings about how well you have been able to accomplish these goals?

-59-
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29. In general, what do you see as the most desirable personality traits in the'

,

chIldren you work with?

.

,.:
A /\

:

?,,*7

30, In general, what, lo you see as the least desirable personality traits in

these same chil4ren?

.

31. Heave you ever punished a child in your class by striking or spanking him or
-

her? (check one)

1. NA

2. Yes

3. I'decline to answer

32. you are pleased with a child's behavior, what do you generally do?

C9 .
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8.

33. Please describe in some detail what you would call a "typical class day.

Indicate the time of day, extent of time and the approximate content of the

aCtivities,

Time

period Activity, lesson, what happens, etc.
.

. .

to
.

.

. . .

.

..,

torn'
.

,

,
.

-',

c

.

.

.

.

to
.

.

. '

,

.
.

._

.

.

, c

.

.

to

. . -
.

.

to
.

,

.
.

a

i ,

CO
.

.

to
.

CO

.
.

CO
.

.

to
i

----------

...

.

to
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Questions 34-39.
F

Doyou agree,or disagree with the following statements about disadvantaged/

minority students you have known? (check one).

34. With proper instruction they can learn about as well as anyone:

1. agree 2. disagree

!

35. Ng matter how good the instruction thesd pupils receive they will score

lower than midle-class children. -

1

1._agree 2. disagree

These children do not want to learn.

1. agree 2. disagree

, LI' 37. They want to learn but do not have the right background for school work.

.2. disagree "

38. It has been scientifically proven that such students will never do as

well as other students.

agree 2. disagree

39. It has been scientifically proven that such students are capable of

regular school work.

1. agree 2. disagree
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Questions 40-49.

We would appreciate getting rough estimates from you of the amount of time spent .

:., in several broad categories of classroom activitY. Consider a large period of

time such as a semester or a school year and then indicate the percent of time

v, you think you-spend in each activity. (The categories are not considered
g.

, q

. completely ,descriptive of classroom activity; do not worry about totaling to
i

. .. .
.

.

7-,#' ,

160Z; ,Avoid, however, going above 100%.)

- .

40. Science instruction -and reading of science materials

41. 'ArithMetic instruction and practice

42. Social Studies activities

%

43. Language and reading instructional activities

44: Physical education or related activities (but not free play)

45. Free play or just tension reducing activities in class

46. Rest, snack, on "heads down" activities

47. Arts or crafts activities such as painting, drawing, modeling,
etc.

48. Musfc, rhit4ms instruction or practice

49. Rules of behavior, manners, or explaining classroom procedures

-63-
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Questions 50.82.

--

11.

- t

.14p-would like your opinions about various aspects of a teacher's work, Below '
i

are a number of statements that teachers have Fade about their yo.k. By marking

. ....

one of the boxes at the right, please tell us how you,personally feel about each

dtatemeht: whether you "st.rongly agree" (SA) with it, "agree" (A) with it, are
,..,

-.

"uncertain" (U) about it, "disagree" (0), or"strongly disagree" (SD). Of course,

different teachers feel differently about...these statements, eo there are no .

;

"right" or "wrong" answers; we want to.know,your personal opinion in each cape.
. .

50. The job. I'm doing is one, of the .milst.

.important ones there is.

51. I am at least as concerned with how hard
a child is trying ad I'amvith how Much,
he is,acomplishing.

-524 A teacher ought not inquire into the
personal or family problems that a child
may be having.

53. Keeping the children entertained is an
important part of teaching.

54. A child who doesn't show respect for his
teacher won't learn much from her.%

55. Good relations with parents may be impor-
tant, but discussing their children's
work with them is mostly a waste of time.

-56. Most of the children here come in dressed
about as well as their parents can afford

57. I try the best I can to let parents know
where their responsibility for a child
ends and-mine begins.

58. Children ought not to "tattle" to the
teacher when a classmate does something

Fr, wrong.

59. It's worth interrupting whatever I am
doing to get the attention of even
one child.
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60. I really enloi teaching herei

e 61. It's%obvious that many parents here hav,
done much about teaching their 'thildie o

manners.

Telling Children about dy own personal
experience>helps teach them many things.

0.-Uhen children7Aet into a quarrel, the best
thing le:for de to settle it ds soon as
possible. .

-6. 64 liakeg me feel 'good when a'imrent sends
-.me a token of appreciation -for my work.

65. Ittioay be nice to have parents visit the
class bnee in a while, but it inrerferes
iwizTh my work just the same.'

..! .
ikf--66._Chihrea and pies aside, my relationship

with theheople I Wyk, stitch on this Job are
pretty enjoyab2e.

.67e dhildreVwho are nice to.tbeir teacher are
uipally trying tp get some special"-
attention.'

68.- The impiortane6fof getting a child to
"undevftand" has been exaggerated; all you

. can really know is whether he is doing his
work correctly.

.69. I am at 16st as concerned with having
f-- children learn to get along with each

othdr as I am with having them learn
letters or numbers. -

70. Haying children do spell errands and chores
far the teacher is a useful part of their
learning experiences.

71. A child, shouldn't tell a teacher that sh4's
wrong even if she is.

72. Host of the parents- here show as much
interest in their children's progress as
anyone could want.

73. The educational program that is in use here

i$N !utit about *hat I would like At to be.

74. A teacher destroys her authority if she
'tries to be too friendly with her pupils.

68
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75. It is important for mt to visit the home
of every one of my pupils at least once
a year.

76. Children will never learn to enjoy painting
or drawing if they are Just allowed to do i
bratty way they please.

77. If you get too friendly with parents,
sooner"or later they will' ask you to do som
special favor for their child.

78. A claisroom is a better place for all
concerned- if children get into the habit
of asking for permission to, do things.

79. It's a pretty/good guess that the language
most of my pupils hear at home is dis-
graceful.

80. Children make so many mistakes when they
work by themselves that it's better not
`to' let them try.

81. I wouldn't mind leaving this job if some-
thing better came along.

82. Maybe I wouldn't say so out loud, but some-
times I admire the child who shows some
spirit by disobeying his teacher.

Questions 83-88.

SA U

\

1

. 1

t

..A.. ..,-

,

I

, -

-

- -

...--.---1---j*

.

. f

.-.J

By marking in one of the boxes at the right, please indicate whether each of the
following statements describes your behavior always (a), usually or most of the
time (H), occasionally (0), seldom or hardly ever (S), or whether you are un-
cdrtaim (U) about the extent to which the statement describes your behavior.

ti

83. No matter what is going on, I will interrup
it if necessary to deal. with an ethical or
moral problem of behavior,

. 84. I planwhat I'm going to do before the
start of each day.

85. iget to talk to every parent about what
his child is doing in my class once or
twice, a year, whether the child is doing
well or poorly.

86, x would immediately reprimand any child
who used, foul language in my classroom.

87. When the'children are playing a game, I

try to join in.

88. Whenever possible, I try to have a little
"party" in class to celebrate the children.'

birthdays and similar even.a.

69
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14.

Questions 89-106.

. -

Next, we would like to learn somethipg about the person to whom you are chiefly

. responsible in your work. In a grade school, this person is ordinarily called

the "principal"; in Head iptart centers, he (or she) Is usually referred to as

the Center Director. We recognize, however, that your supervisor may be located,

--,..__Instead, in a central office. Basically, it is the person you go Lo when you

have complaints about the way things are going. Your supervisor is also the

person who does most of all of the following things; hires teachers and sets

-their salaries, or at least makes recommendations on these matters; approves

orders for materials you need; makes the general rules for the operation of, your

classroom; is responsible for educational policies, er:.

In order that we may be,sure who the person is in your particular case, please

write his or her name and title in the spaces below:

Name of your supervisor

Title of your supervisor

The following statements tefer to this person. PleaTe read each one carefully

and tell us, .by marking one of the boxes at the right, whether you think that

the statement is a des.tiption of what your supervisor does alway4 (A), usually

or most of the time (1), occasionally (0), seldom or hardly ever (S), or that

you are uncertain how often the statement describes his/her actual behavior (C).

Natwally, different supervisors act in differept ways; we want to know what

sort of person your supervisor is,

-679
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89. is consistent in his/her policies.

90. gets the facts he/she needs before making
important decisions.

91. puts off malting important decisions too

long.

92. doestItt have his/her work very well
organized.

93. makes decisions that are based on edu-
cational considerations rather than 611
administrative convenience.

94. insists that teachers show due respect
for his/her position.

95. puts you at ease whenyou talk to
him/her.

96. shows a real interest in your welfare,

1` 97. does his/her best to comply with your
requests.

98. can be counted on to take your side when
an individual parent complains about'
something you have done.

99. can be counted on to take your side when a
community group complains about something
you have done.

100. calls you by your first name.

10i. expects you to follow his/her suggestions
whether you like them or not.

102. experts you to follow certain, rules
regarding your personal appearance.

103, visits your class-room more, than you would
like him/her ro.

IN...makes you feel you can express yourself
. freely about educational matters, even
when you disagree- with him/her. .

105, gives you A significant part to play in
determining the policies that affect
your work,

106. generally ha.s ,(,me pret:y good sggP-$tIon6

to make.
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Finally, we would like to learn more about you yourself. Please read each of

the following questions and put a check (J) in the blank in front of the answer

which is correct for you,

107. Have you ever lived for more than a year in a state other than the state
where you are living now?

O. No

1. Yes

108. How far from your present home is the farthest point in the Unitc states
which you have ever visited?

1. Less than 500 miles.

2. 560-1,000 miles.

3, More than 1,000 miles.

109. Have ydu ever been to a foreign country?

0. No

1. Yes, once

2, Yes, more than once

110, About how often do you read newspaper or magazine articles concerning
national or international politics?

1. Once in a great while If at a11.

2, A couple of times a month

3. Once or twice a week

G. Practically every day

111, About ho often, would you say you discus3 polztical or Issues with
colleagues, friends, or relatives"

1. in ; ArPat while if at all

A time,' a month

4. a

4, Prari-11. every day
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112. Which of the statements Is closest to being your own opinion?
Pleas ck only one statementthe one that is closest to your own
opinion.

1. Ail minority groups should get fully equal rights immediately.

2. All minority groups should get fully equal rights, but it's
-bound to take a long time.

3. Minority groups would probably make bett& progress if their
organizations didn't make such extreme demands.

4. Members of minority groups would'do better by getting good'
schooling and jobs for themselvei, than by working through
organizations.

5. As far as 1 lm concerned, entirely too much fuss has been made
about the disadvantages of minority grodps.

,

113. How many organizations do you belong to in the community where you live
(for example, a church club, a sorority, local chapter of a civil-rights
group, bowling club, comMnnity action group, etc,)?

4.' ;lone

1. One Names

. 2. Two

3. Three or more 00,,,

114. Do you belong to any professional edoc.)tioo organizations'

1'. Yes, one orpnleatiein

2, yea, two or more
organizations

73



18.

115. Have you attended any local or state meetings on educational matters in
the past year?

O. No That organization sponsored the meeting(s)?

1. Yes, one--
2. Yves, two or

mare

116. How well informed ,would you say you are about the affairs of the community
in which you are teaching?"

,

1. Very well informed

2. Fairly well Informed

3. Not well informed

113. About how oftendo you read newspaper or magazine a cies concerning
education?

I. Once in a great while if at all
,

2. A couple of Ones a month

3.,Once or twice atek

I
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Questions 11.8-147.

19.

Most persons finish' these clew:tit-me in fifteen minutes or less. Please do not

refer to any book or discuss 4ese questioes wlthiariyone before answering them. (

Select and circle the letter before the word that best fits the Meaning ofithe

sentence. 0,.

118. In order not to what he had to 'buy he repeated the list as he
walked to the store. -

(a) take (b), carry (c) -forget (d) change (3) lose,

119. The toots present success In keeping, hummingbirds alive is due; to ,the
discovery of the proper which contains milko bone, and' vitamin
concentrate. e '

eare (g) environment (h) consumption (0) treatment (4 diet

120. Atter they had "hidden the treasure they drew a map, and with great
ceremony Tater tore it and gave Bobby half; they were .almost authentic

(4) playmates (b) pirates (c) explorers (d) youngsters (e) students

121. I have upon no one and therefore sin indebted to, no one.

(f) relied (g) trod (h) waited (i) descended (k) looked

122. The "Eighth Wonder of the Wear has been applied to no many minor scenic
Wonders that the phrase has become . .

(a), specific (b), respected, (c) m gOitrid) timely (e).

123. On returning fiom abrodd WrJooked up his forMer acquaintances, particularly:
those her" knew tio,be in and whose aid he might need.

(f) 'veldt:nee (g) retirement (h) disfavor 0*.powe5 (k retreat

124.' The tine]' attainment of the successful 1pcomotive was the result of n
long series of experiments by many contrivers; Stephenson In 1830
rather than invented it.

(a) publicited (b) evolved (c) supervised (d) popularized (ft) perfected
1.

125. Although there wore more than flity, printers in the shop, he was ------
becauee of hin speed.

(1) diltinguinhed (g) tired (4),medlorire fj) Life (k) careleen

/0



20.

126. One could tell from his
thoughts.

brow, that ;be had banished anger ,fronybia

.-(a) wrinkled ) blackened' (C) reddened (d) furcowedleY smoothed,

,

127. Rather than be we played Ehe:gAme.aithough-it'didn't interestus.

(f) bony (g) bored (h) idlp (j) Cohtenied (k). friendly

'128.'' It wouldjbe difficult to nate,,e'field in which:a knowledge'ef hutah nature,
and skill in motivating itlrad m,$5t be an Important .

.,

``(a )t. 441 (b) Asset (e) re relation -(d) incentivela opportunity
t";

, i

4,2.,:', Among the-audience Were four 'kings and- seven princes, all. Attempting to
. olve another in ,the splendor of the retinues.

I's. ' I I
1 .

(0 regal& (8) attract (h) =follow (a excel,(k), Interest

,130. We seem to taVe an .inbred. .'notion that peoples-who are below: rs in latitude

(:.. are, also in virtue.' '

i

ti
`. -'. ia) inferior (b) primitive le) narrow (d) southern (e) eccentric

k., ' 4 ,,'/
131. it was an ---t-- ratber than,an,ordinary everyday circumstance.

L.-
..

.,, (f) talustration-(g)= outgeowthaccident (j) actuality (it) attitude,.
,) ,

''132. Always ----41-- of the power; of.the central vvernment, stat#sk-rights* men
- rejoiced sat the whittling dowaL,of,federal autbority.

,

, /

la) Oudents 6) suspicious (.) policitous (d) admirers (a) respectful

133. tan is alwayaIlependent upowpopular-favor.

(f) edurated°(g) satceasfullh):Tust hone (k) elected

1344, The Eastern factor owners, fearing that migration would make labor scarce
and wages high, JooRed,,opon the abundance of-land open to settlement as
a to themselVea._

(a) refer6nce (b)-mandatel0 concension (d) disadvantage (e) neeeasity:

N4i the -south, it had becoM15 apparent ant profit lay in raining only one
staple crop, whereno th the North the crepe Were ------.

0}.

(i) cultivated (g) unified (h) -prior (1) similar (k) fllversified

1.14. II virtue were ------, policemen and .tailors` would disappear and lawyers
uomlii have Ilttlol or not plug 014.10.*,

(a) admired (6) necet.sary posqible (d) protected (e) universal
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1

'37. Since he felt _that the war was he ascribed its cause to fate.

1
0(E) unavoidab10, unnecessary (h) coming (j) evil 0) justified,

138. Despite the many bribes they of fete him, they did-not once succeed

hia integrity: \

(a) discov4ring ,(1)) revealing (c) .orrupting (0 enhancing (e) discouraging

139. A fortunlite minority of people wok at iaski 'which are in _themselves
and arepot pei!formed chiefly for the return which they bring.

tlisss (0 necessary (h) du les -(j) pleasurable U) contributiOns

140. Some-bellefs.4 obviously false e, en .though there is little evidence

thom4

(a)/disprove substantiate, clarify,. (d) understand (e) verify

1 -----

1414 An / estimate ofthe incidence o reaeles in a community is
4

not

h cause of poo statistical to haques but because the disease is not

w 11 reported.

...

21.

1

(f) variable (6).unrellable (tJ disturbing ID made (k) essential

4
142.1 The local or state health deg Meat has the, responSibility in each

/ community of determining when the ,need Is sufficiently great to

/ dipping into-qtejvlatively s '1 reservoir.

(a) justify (h) prevent (c) anticipate (d) continue (e) chance

143. tecause of it0 volume and carrying power, the clavier 'was the solo
instrument most capable of maintaining its -- - ---- when supported -by

an ncooMpanyilv body of strings.

(f) tempo (g) 4ndividuallty (h), position (j) stability (k) compatibility

144. The frontier 3 ttlements, cutting across colonial boundary lines as
they did, tend d to break down local, peculiarities and to lay the

foundations of truly ------ point of view.

(a) pioneer (b) agricultural (c) general (if national (e) political

145. There are rumorS and highly ------ suppositions that the Phoencians
may have saiiedau far north as the Baltic, though of course there are
-no wrAtten reeosrds or definite traces of any such visits.

(E)-contridlctory (g) plausible (h) improbable (J) legendary (Ti) deceptive
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146. A writer who has worked years for a magazine which nowadays can pay its
authors no more than it did a decade ago, because it has to pay its
typographers and shipping men so much more, is not likely to be ------
about the.lot of the Min of letters today.

(a) complacent (b) biased (c) uneasy (d) concerned (e) consulted

147. Culture originally meant not the of cultivation but the process
of Cultivation, not the crop but the raising of the-crop.

(f) type (g) act (h) means (j) method- (k) product

7

THANK YOU VERY MUCH!

ti

22.



On thevfollowing lines

you feel might help us,

questionnaire.

,

please add any comments or concerns that you may have that

to do a better stuay. Thank you agait,for completing this

23,

Ili 11.

Oa Mm

. .1.. a...

.

1011m.../MI.14.M1NeM
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APPENDIX B

RESPONSES TO THE TEACHER QUESTIONNAIRE ITEM BY

THE YEAR 2 URBAN PRESCHOOL TEACHERS (N vs 45)

so



I-. Item Responses of Head Start and llon-Head StIrt Teachers

oSex of Teadhers (Item 11
0

All Leathers in the present sample were female. This concurs with the

1967-69 national Head Start evaluation samples studied by the Research Tr/-

angle-Institute (Dunteman, 1972) and the Systems Development Corporation

(Coulson, 1972),.both of which had samples consisting almost solely of

women teaChers. The predominance of women'teachersin early education has

also been widely documented (Brophy b Good, 1973; tee, 1973) .

Xtober of Years OlAtall1111...M1121

AMeng the 36 Head Start teachers, the range of number of year of school=

ing was from 8 to 20 years, with-the mode (16) at 16 yew's and e mean at

1O..4 years. Seventy-five per cent of these Head Start teachers (27) had the

equivalent of four or more years of college; this competes favorably with

the earlier data reported by Research Triangle Institute and SystemS Development

Corporation. Wtthin the three sites, Trenton (ranging fromLIS to 20 years of

ti.:tlooling with mode at 16 years) and Portland (with a range of 16 to 19 y4rs

and rode at 16 years) teacher had more schooling; Si. Lusts, with a range of

year9, exaibited a much wider spread and had 4 mode of 12 years of
A

30,1Q1log. The nine non-Head Start teachers were a more homogenrot3 sroup4

ringi fr 13 to 17 years of schooling, with the mode (4) at IS Years and

thv ot 14.9 rearl.

.'Alum leathingjiter, 3)

Total teackling experien e ranged from one to 16-20 yea rs for the ttcad

Nentl-bx .:tf the ID responding teuhers (Includinktae

entire Trenton Jod St. Louts -larple) had between one and five years of ex-
',

rieoe:e. to eort1,04, :e teacherEi had between II and 15 yezrs experiauw,

*
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,m ne,wa s between I6 and 20 years.-
(

A
FOUr i4 the vixht non-held 'tart reA,0,paug had beti.ween one

and tive years tit tearhlTryxperience, three reported between stx and ten
A

Years, and :me had taught between II to 15 years.

le.litinsinLelence (Item.; 4,0

aekitt the newness of the program, the majority of teachers had no

long in their pre lent positions. Sixteen Head Start teachers reported

less., -thin a year in their present positions, and iourteen teachers reported

one three years. The rural-nine, six teachers ifour.fror Portland and-
,

two filom St. Louis) tqturied four to 91-x yearn. At the tire the TeaCher-

Oetijnnaire aftolsteryd (surrer, 1970), Head Start had been A

-.4 ,

4peration for five years. Arong the non-Head Start preschool tea5,3Wtf3,

_,
onlIk.one had.been vi.-qz. than 4 year In her _present position,cind ioa,,had

-4--

u
taught 1-3 yeavo. there,. T% had tauebt 476 years, and two had taught rore

than b years i4 their vbrrent presOonlilosition,.

Wei-thirds et the. ..kiad Start teachers (24) had ether ith.,ol tenching

Inerience, including tuo -4t had been teachers in classes or iclIcsols for

the handicapped. Otte -third A the teachers C12) had no otIA?r teaching ex-
,,.

nerience. Al thy Head a,..srt tv3<brs hdv0A onc or P:ore prevhltri poarhing
. 4

. ,

positions, four had taught in a preschboh, four in tindergarten, eleven
4

ip grades 1 3, to Ar4tle -6, and 10 /Jr- in junior nto or ni.gh,:40ool.

The fifteen )iead Start teaAhers who IAA taught Line or core nonsci!ooi

been ,in a variety of educattc;nal situatinns; 13 had $4daY

Sal-c41 reaching experio% had taught in a roadential treatrent center,

vfie_hAd been In a teachertrather position, three had 6ughtk;usiC, art or

hAti norwar.111w1Ir. 7.1u6

c
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r

camp or YWCA clasSese Of the nen-Head Start teachers, two had no other

regular school teaching experienzl, six did; a..d orre,eher did not '

_

respc1;nd to' the question. Two of these teachers reported preschool experience,_

one kindergarten,' two grades 1411 tliree grades 474, and two junior high. or high

school. Six had taught in one or more nonseliota settings,' of which one had
.

te
been r ,teacher trainer, three. had been Sunday .School teachers, and _Live had

.

r
1

expeeience with non-aeadimic actiVitit suchuCh as camp and "Y" classes-. I

16re of the-Head 'Mart ..--
teachers in the present sample had some . previous
- ..

experiehceuirh-low-ineome,ar disadvantaged children .than had the eackr is

in the Systems DeVelopment stuily, but much Jess than those in the Res arch

Triangle sample. Thirty-nine per cent (14) of the. present.Head Star 'teeth-

'ers reported previous experience working eithei as a volunteer or paid

emp-l'oy'ee with I.Qw- neome or _disadvantaged children, 15 reported no previous.

_

experience with these children, and seven teachers gave indeterminate re-
.

,-

eponsgs or do response to this qee.rion. One teacher reported previous pre-

school exp&rience, five reported private or public 'school teaching, one

head taught Sunday School, five had been involved in grg;up ,?ctivitles such

Girl Scce,tts: or art classes, three reported' 1-to-1 adult-child activities

ibabysi ting of tutoring, and two had been Head Start volunteers.

The Jura ion of these exp1,-.1rik -es ranged from 1-5 months to 10 years or more,

;.rt tee tne mode flour teachers) -eporting two to four years involvement in

ties aciivities. Five
r
non-Head Start teachers reported previous teaching of

AL
tiee disadvantaged, three at the prea-auol level, one in pubLic school, and

one as a Head Start volunteer. ilaration of these experiences ranged, from

1-5'months tk-4 years.
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Goals 'them 7)

413 Lrty-thri 01

.412-
'11

thc, J11.1 htl.ad St-th teachers gave one F' mre responses

6 the questloA, "%hat ;ire you trying to accomplisn with the childmn in

your class?" tri *answer to thi., open-ended questicp, the insu frequently

enti9ned koaIs were development of.physjcal-Feotot skills (AP), ,:vademir

'7skflis (NA) and positive setf-concept,and sal-esteem (len). Eighteen

teachers listed thhr pupils' social Oeveloent as ap Important goal ,.13

eported the fostering of Curiosity, and 12 stated they.were interesited in

gevelopIng love of school. /zed the irportance of discipline and

self-control; eight, expressive kiU
1

Other important qu'alities me.I.xioned by

and seven, personal qualities.

or fewer teaehers were '...fmtional

levelopment, 600d teacher-pupil relationship, good citizenshirp,

and working up to ability. Arong th'e non-llead"Stort teatners, of who seven

!wafted of irpertance to tOem, social development wns the rot

frelLent4 rentiop,d tategory (N!b), self-concept and self-esteen were next

y and the development of a,.:adenic skills was mentioned by four.teachers-
'

Three teachers rentionad the fostering of curissity, and two each listed

physical-m..1t4r slills, teacher-pupil. relationship, *motional developrent,
P

and personal qalities.

rnus, in general the teachers of this study appear rohave:a broad 'Ikea

'if the.child's development in iivad Start or other preschool settings. They
11

verbal)y 'treed th eirportance of multiple Llasnroori roging

academt e. and phyilrA deveL...,:,rent ft, ,,21f-,:oor,ept. develov

This is a much Lager .1A4 div.:-re 1-.4 Laah thoiw repi4rtc:.,
NN,

the two groups oi feathers 14 an earlier kJ (114, 0416).

PrefeienceTeacinys pirk_slt)

(If fhL 14 Head itt t who answered thc evo.:On, 17 ,,,rated a

, 81



1.

preference fot teaching boys, 11 for gitlg, and six reported no particular

preferelce. The non-Head Start preschool ftere were somewhat ore evenly

divided in their preferences five preferring girls and four boys. This may

reflect the increasing sensitization of teachers to the &teater frequency of

reported, difficulties boys experience in school.

Continue Teachin (Ito= 9)

When asked if they ,presently planned to teeth beyond the .end of the cur-
,

refit year or present program 3D Read Start teachersaald "Yes" and one

with five responding "d4n't ." All nine non-Read start. teachers answered

that they,would continue teaching beyond the current year,

All.fLILLAL

gost teaClers IA the sample were kinder 46. Fifteen of the 32 ,

head 5Ort rs responding (46.97) were betwecn 21-30 Ye3r- ,f

J25.07) were between 31-40.,..eigh t.tere betWen ore q- b*:-t,wn

60.

1-

rr dian ,n e was 32.2 year:., These ,314 percr2r,t). aze

Ar,

ci-A-parable thoF.e fonild the Pelf:arch Tri,iinkje and !,y3ter...i. EY2/e14-4v,-nr

3r.4.11, The-bon-Read '7,tart wre a "zimik;*f.-if Ather ..-,,,813p, wlt..6. 4
i

.

I

p ni.T f 31 -, ye,-4r3. Oni.,- urn: vf t-1,-; te.-ar_b:

yv:ir, (.1 4i!,>:!, w.:re )nd 41) and

Tfit'At"

a; betv:on 2i etl NT

bviwcoh '.1 7.:nd

T4Irti-threg: of the 0, tic:Ad 'AiArt ri:4-40,nd,A to the q.;.;tir.n

43krf4; 1lr 4 tifatfnk, bf deArnt,,ie per!-.441ity nitt in a,teacher, 01/1hg

childrral 4rid n real liPtcrvi;t And ,,rmern icor rihch1.1,1 Wetti4v.it

11tCf.1 tei 18 tt!iscra-r:., pca rd 4,..u;A:',ererri(e. by 17r crioricca 7,,(14 rein<t

-,!
r cithem by 14, frientflimi :And enrhn3iam by 11, undl4er-mindkdili uod

bi,eigbt, AW:,Wk'f".4 iLtei 1y .lx, -or fewer ter4.1r:i were fi.iving

empathy, being well-trAned aneknowlkAgeable-, 50f-confiJent, firm

11,

'to
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ra.

trot. . .5,e4en of tne nine non-w?ad Start teacheri Ilated one or

rAre de3irable telrntr traiti, tni.-50. tea,,ber;:c ti e e-4iJA 11.3tee

of 4414ren and compas,str.a Ind rerlpect f>4r others important, four
...01'

pati-ence and perie-wrence, and for4 etylA listed frier;diines, empathy,

ancl being we'll trained arid kaivoledviblv c*ubiect matter. One 117st'

ed art unprejodiced and,fAr attitude t 411 students, and Gne Included the

setting of good witvc.ple for pupils teinx o f pecial irportance.

Ilda2 4 -

Alzo:.;t all (47°/,) of th.:7 gead Start teas:hot:1: (/7 nut 4h who rep.ond

11

edto this item) nad nG trig for teaching' al4adv4aged or mieority

group children. Three reporte.d na.,Ing had nay so7e nentic,n of the dl--,.advant-

4

Ag.e4 In general coune woO, two had taken o'ne or more courses speifically

relltin, ,1 minority or urban ,,Ate,ation, one Aao received :kperil empha31

rbn eluca,,Ion in yillep,e, thref., n4fid Yle in-aervire training, and two

tti44 training pioa c,;Gr,fM courewGrk, Si, teachers gaye /Meter-

;

, fiZtt fw74',41'r-. t i13 ci:;t (.n_ rL wo did ;d0E respond at at1. TAWs, only

elwa f the fl:A4 Start trheri. 02.21) n1 actunl courIework in urban

edu,cation n-=.ervice training deal g with the type of chilAren they wore

Thi fix.dirg .1s in ,Ar..rd,:e wIth that Gf the PkgP=Irci-,e Iti

oni0 A5d the Development f,tudi., and serve5 to further point colt

Apparvht ,f ;lead .:..tart teachers for apecial training ,:ind experience

the di,..:ad,r.t4ged, pri(4 to their actuai teaching. Tne grrup of non-

PA ad 'EA:irt preiche,A teachers in the pregent '14mp1e alo had -very liule

priou. traininp, ezprpt! z with low-inf.-Pe and minority-group children.

Of the non-iff:ad Start teachers, four (44Z) bad no IpeciAl training fur teaching

010= 4Vi."IwArtt,lgv42 40Ac bad relied 1714!litinn of t1e in
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te.huraework, Pmts had ref,eived "4t2r,le LO-Ficrvirf.' Ktd-Icing, 1101 C's,..,

tolts. querition.

Contlpoirz taiter Traitirre.eg

reachera were asked to rote the extent to which ihei/ were iraluen(ed t4.)

r.ts,,r And rontirp.;e ti.athing hy the fol.lowing faGLraX salary. opporiontcy for

I '1

st,

10'4, rt..) othera, Jours and wxcatton schedule ,ellertuAl aApeets of the .

j(Ao, of rhildron) and itg tieing the only job open to them. The tent)
1

t of thoso uho reaponded to each item were calculated with a valu of

140w4 r u "VxtrorKe17" ar4 1 tO "116:oe." Profiles for the two gryn.ip of

tach...rs wrrk. htAhly IV* Ihdf(Ited by the followlpg ovrberl in. -

tro, t.7,141 re5ponae r. 4n3. For Held %tart telOmrs, -:.41ary

rt.>: ki,nd for ctorring nr,ar, 247, -D4

'0110n9in% ();/33, "4('

ti7o(inf!, (4/)

A'tt 16 cAtering

,

r'f,t4:-rir,g (4

f.no z r

) io 0-aAr -,r.)rt..ta
1(t entr:ing f3/7, neon 2./i) and (on-

CO1)drso wel cited 45j xtre Imprt-

ofe; ilvad &Liot ts:-ao-wr.-,

tnr ttcri,,e, 07/04, mkon 4 746) 4nd

4,t.44, 4114" !..(r4f-,( kir 1rVottwir rfi

4ttt 4 1p Env! 4-vi.rc tr-tant for
, !-F4 4' I..' 4.,

contintAini; (14//,

Ok 1 1 ri r £4, to import e wit11 tr.

e.rnap.. f4t-JOr :70,4t oftera y" ircipartArt,

H-td '..;t4rt tt',01-4er; faiilk"d ..!Tvl r. t ritnet:i rigr,Ciy" it,rportion for

1-.4,.An 4 'SO and for t.,..-antnuioii (18/rJ, vTan

(other te.:arkierb Writ(' ritr 4" v A r OA thkt J1 ve for ,-otcr-
.

Viir ( 3/7, frs-ii.! tut -3.teni;Egr to 010 f He-ol al.t,Ct rfmnr,Prpd-ite

lf,stirait; ire import.in.. for y_ont Ina. /7, remar;

.-.A" the 36 11pAd (2.tArt tiViser5 7;le dvstrihution
for this, item wal f-xtreme1 y/1, Wry Stottr+thti , :s ort/ ^h<; gtvir:P,
4 meah (5 x 1 +4 x 4 3 x 13 +2 x S3 +1 4 9)/36 N 2.41,



so

.4j6

brad 11_,-Ktfvol 141tcre,a,. tere tviU!±1 TO°:elt ImportfAtu a. h9th Acoupc,,

tA0 r'64 1 1 ro t to?, he I op. "vf, / yn lot I yee t tat s 021414 ,I1 Stiirt

ta1q rv..ft " vet v" I Vol" :4 tarttag (17r i, wean 3,70 ,onti

for (16/35, reAri 1.0). 40thor tvother4 vrved 0+40, it 1441-4 vPry

to`lio,nti,t1 ior trogifird ng (3/7, nein 3.::/1),./inti (Hr crrtIrufc r, (5//, tro_an

4.0)- He,ta tp./ther.3 reported thekt how-4, gt, ii'_ (ID wer,

t/U ieloirt.int in tnfluenctng ttwir dorlGinn to (16/J4, mpxo

3,ol, god "Aor..-e4tgAt it)t) t :eat t k6.41441F. thiT4 I/ 34 ,

I. it0;11,'Y 1,4";404Pr4 tiorl this las': ter %11pht y "

Import/nt go the begln:!ing (2/1 1/1, e, 4t 7.7) and ethibItIng

itL (2 ''extrema.fy" 7 "yf,r.r.r.rivat", 2 "titt.,pe", 3,14) Ito tiwIr

4 rewion feir f,ont, nuf hp; fral y Joh ()pen( WO r ttr

ID t fr+r erteTing or continuing In eirtwr group.

tr tv,ItherN, thi rra:011 arThOirAt f43
r ; .P1F-!re*f irICStgned "ntql.'" /19/ 36,4

f.V.P1 !P.4 ./ 1,a t.fire..ring iod for ng ( J 7/11, ft,,70, 2,06). n9tt-Heqd

';) evcri cr,Ith .r 13% tr,./91grlirig Itr'w11:1 tr. tht

f-I of t t t 4it 1 tm (41, riemy

w t tt tu,-1 r t Ut/if mean I

bk.ArP4 (item 27))

In ,ste-apr t ai the quest 'I here ,ony\npecl f I& help ym3 would I 11,41-

th4t yoy ,(4.# hot hive ylpifInhle mad that would help volA to de, n herrPr in6?",

ilead 5,t,Art to:'hr s ard tiult they deOro,,(1. no /Airier t4pet-1n1 help, 73

1,-40 Witt iottt inofilnig

,r.e of

t osod diell col iscr u thf,: r dl II re,o rtgipmid to tb,, Ii* n or govt. rito

iwI 'ess.N r. tOrri I 1 tit Cf., that they, EleAretl more N lip

I
on t rtg Atrumt fah t ea, It II A. teacher!, felt rhry

ur lap rt., vt-tr t t uiisl,I bk. bent., f In!

.40t-gder.

8,9



peeded more physic equipment, supplieg or space; four felt omallor

drilfie9 'multi he helpful; three va),h desired trve ae'rvieen 'ter oppor-

tunities for Children and mire interaction with parents; two eneh felt

tNat availability of wore icoclunnl thsef restliwg or speech

therapistl) 'And more interaction with other teachers would he beneficial

ct. them.

Five of the nine non-Head Start teachers specified help desired, while_

the remaining four did not respond to the question, Three teachers finte0

Mt40 phyairal equipment, supplies or spare as most needed, two rioted n

tc,,Ittr And one each jisted the need for more.professionalstnti and

more supervision or training about what o teach

I6T-4 al ld!).elt (4 "AL

unity of teachers disagreed with the Statement that most teacheics

teach must orleots ip about the same way that they wore taught, lwenty-three.

Head ''.tart terwhen replied "no" to this questinn,alx checked "yestx and cwven

r4104d "tion't know" Of the other prericborll telcherg, six replied "no,"

.Axle ipswL:led "don't know," and two did not respond to the question.

14(t ion with ac mplishme tc_uf Goal (Item 28)

W.st teoKher.: expressed c4liinfaction wino ntiPed 1 f they icit they had

tomplished MAr teaching gouls. Fifteen Heod Start teachers replied that

they felt rhet hJd brcn high!), successful, tmelye.tathet RoArter040, and three

rep,,rtv4 a general I'. ling, of 400Ceriti. 010.1 LVdcher khedked "rootrat," one

rpporuPql 111)t h4d too much 5ucce!0.4 in accompli9hing goll9

there wo4 no way of Pnowing and three did not respood to th

Of the nun-Hold !A.art teachers, two report they had bece highly

e otated

k'stion.

successful,

four checked "raiwr 9ucte4q1411," me W49 neutral, and two did not recTend

tit the question,



-1.!n ratio Stiident Trnitn (tier 29)
A "

0
ThlrtY Ilimd %tart teachrri. 117.-Od one or more de4Arable ntudent tr4it4,

7 r

.Thotie rraitn /Ant oltet petilled were: an Interest in learning 04E17)4
,"

portrfng.aleng,with other CH4lb), and a happy outlook (NwIli. Six each mem-l_ ...,

$..

t Ioned lelf-vOnildenke and ape flilv4,1. and four each mentionod ebediencv, tieo
I

tileitY itY
(4

The SiX of the nine non-Uend St,Irt
k.

(

,...

tenchernAri r011ed to thi cint4tion all aelected'getting along with other,.

i.. ...

an (4 paw, iriportanee, add five selected interest In learning. l'wo each
t

AeutIoned a ham cent lots t and ueli-confidenee, and one each mentioned obedience,.
t ,

triAttivity and odnnenn. ,

l!olef lo.:, Student Traitn (item )

only 18 VAT) of th Head Start tearbern npeelfiedondesirabit;ntudent

tralun In renpnne to thin open-ended gnestion. 01 then°, nine mentioned not

getting along with othera, meven 'lured apnthy, nix each mentioned imptcluivi;_

hehavor and negative outlook, three Itnted uelf-centerednenn, and two nhynenn.

live of the ninv non-Head Start teachern npvelfied one or more pndenirable

rrattn, of 'Ala the mo,lt frogeently llgted were dot getting along with nthees

(3) , AeSnOie reitittgA and ,,eil-centerednesn Apathy and nhynens were

each mentioned by ono teacher.,

Strikini4 Children (Item 31)

In mower to the quoirlon, "Hive you .ver puninh,!d a child in your claw;

by atriking or spanking him or het?'" 20 Head t tacher-, answered "Ho,"

eight 'fold "Yen," and eight declined to ,newer the quentlo7. Three non-Head

Aartotrachorn ',cowered "N.," to thin quention, throe rhecked,"Yen," One de

clined to vwer and two, did not reply to the quegtion.

The fact that nearly sine- Fourth ot the Head Start tachern (22.2)) and

on -third of the other pre40,-ail teati vi admitted oaing phynienl pottinhment

9Q
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with their pupils piovides some contrast to that found in the SAC study

(Coulson, 1972) . Whether the presenl sample of teachers is more punitive

than the SAC sample,or merely more honest, cannot be determined from theta

data

Hotbeds of Rewardingybildren in the C'aass Item 32)

Of the 35 Head start teachers wf answered this question, 34 replied that

they generally praised the child directly when they were pleased with his
or,

behavior. Lleven reported non-verbal indications such as a smile, a hug, or

other gesture; five noted using a reward such as candy, prizes or inclusion

OR an honor roll.. Four teachers used the technique of making others in the

class aware of the child's good behavior, two gave special privileges, and one

indicated good ,behavior on repos t cards. Among the six non-Head Start teach-

ere who replied to this question, all reported praising the child directly;

four eisd noted non-verbal praise, and one allotted special privileges.

schedule for Weal ClessA4_Slm211

Thirty-four Head Start teachers delineated a class schedule for a typical

latz4s day, one replied that she hod no so/ schedule. and one did not answer

the viestiol. Half-day classes were most frequent in these Head Start centers,

b 22 teachers listing a 3 -hour uchedule and six a 3 1/2-hour one. Nu

teachers had a four-hour class day, and two reported a nine-hour day; one

ono)) reported a 4 1/.-hour day and a more_ than nine-hour 44. Of the non-Head
4

Stan teachers, three gave an 8-hour schedule,. twn al a) -Ix sr nkhodule, two a

1/2-hour schedule, and one each A 4-hour and 7-hour day.

Daily tOctIVItleK'

idnemAgv W,1 the .areas In which the teachers reported the mast -1a*Virt.in3

emphasis, althonph motor liAlltittv aid claS9r:ctm rout$uo) :'mere.

91
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emPhAsiz2.1. Seven Head Start teachers reported using up to 20,minutes pest

typical 0,35$ 44 tor 1:1m5lar devekcmment, ativities; 16 used 21-4U routes,

nine reported 41-60 miatutet one reported-61-80 minekes. Four a ion-Heold
A 4

Start teachers spent up to 20 minutcfc on ianguagedevelopment; two used 21-40;

one each used 41-60, $1-100, and 101-120 trinetc

Number ek4.11a were allotted up to 9' minutes per day in the svhedules of

15 Head Start teachers, 16 used 10-19 minutes and two allotted 20-29 minutes.

Or the non-Head Start teaehers, six reporied tesing up to 9 miootes Of lass

time for number skills and three reported 10-19 minutes.

Thirty Bead Start teachers reported up to 9 minutes on science, two

--allotted 10-19 minutes, and one reported 30-39 mieutes; the other thrve

teachers gave no reponse. Of the non-Head Start teachers, eight spent up

to 9 Minute and one r4orted 10-49 Mout- $,

social studies and communit&visits occupied up to 9 minutes of the

scheduled time for the Head Start teachers, and 11t, 719 minute for three

others, with *me indeterminate response and ,two teachers not respondine.

All nine non-Head Start to aeheis reported using up to 1 minutes on social

studies.

Arty mta ic and dr am a were of up to 9 minutes in the typieal day

of five Head Start tea.:hems, 10-19 minutes ter 12, 20-29 minutes ip seven

groom, and 19-19 minutes in seven. The other pc...school teachers oP

parently plmd a somewhat greater emphases on ukN5 Any e: eneit

4
modal response (NP4) was in tte category of 40-49,minutftl Pvr typcal

with two teachers alloiting 30-39 minutes, one 20 minu

maining two offering 10 -L9 minutes ol,4 tifittc avtleftiu%

rosss motor activities such as gvm or owe or play s '5--eupied krp to 9
ft

and trig, re-
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AP

minutes'in the schedules of three Head Start teaehers, 10-19 minutes for six,

20-29 minutes in 12 teachers' ctessrooms, 30-39 minutes for nine teachers, and

40 -49 and 50-.59 minutei for one teacher each. Three non-Head Start teachers

allotted gross motor activities 20-29 minutes in their typieal classroom
A

Jsy, and two scheduled 40-49 minutes for these activities, with one teacher

each checking the categories of 30-39, 70-79, SO-89 and 90-99 minutes.

A eonsidetable amount of ,time was expended in classrooi routines such

as rest time, lunch, snacks, announcements and g lug ready to go outside,

The Minumum amount of time spent on this pe of activity by Head Start

.teadiers was 40-49 minutes, the category checked by seven teachers. Six.

Xeschers reported spending 50-59 minutes on these miscellaneous classroot

serivities, four used 60-69 minutes per average class day, seven teachers

silent 70-79 minutes, two used 86-89 minutes and seven allotted 90-99 minutes

to routines. The distribution of time spent on classroom routines by the

non-Head Start teachers was sharply bivodal, with twoteacherp reporting

spending 10-19 minutes and seven reporting 90-99 minutes on these activities.

This may reflect a difference in interpretation of the term "classroom

routines" 5rAre than 4 difference in practice.

Per i7eet of Timso gent an Certain Classroom Activities 0«r the Semester

School Year ( ItecA:49)40,
Data from oily 29 Pead Start teachers were available for this group of

ItONJ, NAPAA: seven teaches either gave indeterminate replies or refused to

ioswer tee question, Five of the nine non-Head .Start teachers delineated a

e,Isie schedule of classroom activities, with four questionnaires having to

iltted due to refutils or indeterminate data.

0( 0 CtIVittS listed, language or reading.instructiohal activities

Irccf he only two in which a maprity of teachers indicated
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they pet rare' then 10;- at the total t 1 tit overrhe semester or

-,feho4 year. leven ficad Sc,rt teaoers riported up to 10,i, tire spent on

Linguage or reading, 16 reported 11- of their tire, and two reprteJ

:vending 21,1107 ol Blast, tirt,r of tho non-Head Start teachers two re-

ported up to 107., t40 rCPOrteki 11- 0- and one rvp0r0.4bctwOvA 31 and 40:i

of the day's tire guage and reading.

Free, play oi.cupied up to of the tire of 11 Road Start teachers,

11-207 for 17 and :1-:417 for one. Arong the Aher pr 1 teachers,

up to 107, one fro 1.1-2W and one from 41-50J ofWree reported usint,

their tire via free plan . activItieA.

ACtIVIAii! to whiei rnst teathers reported spending 07 or of

their class time were (with 21± Head Start and four other preschoot

tvaehers .eportins

Cher reporting 11-

/
1.0 ;07 tirre and ih StArt and one other tea-

1

9. social studies (22 Head Start and f ur otheT teachers,'

.111o:ring op :o 10-4ire, and Jel.en Head Start and one'uon-Head itErt Wiefer

reporting f1-200. 4rithretic (16 Head Start and four non -Hea 3 t,art te,3cheru.

illotting up to
PI

d start and one non-Head Star. teacher rep rting

20i, and oftc h, )d Start teat:he r4erting tt physical edueati-tbn

(25 16.od St,rt vid all 5 oliler teachers allotting 0-10!, t ?e. three Head

4°
Start teackt.r-, reporting 11-207 'And one HQ4d S'taTt to eher ip,CWeen 21-30 ) ,

ar end cr,!/,.; (17 Head Start )ind two ,-,un-He4d 'Aart tca4wrs reporting op

to 10 (tr.:, 11 Head Start ;Ad two %on-Head 4t art tel4hers reporting 11-,.2072.

te- and c- each allotting 1,-30, tire), re7;t and snacks (26 Head Start and

all 5 nor-Head Start teacher; roporting 11-20 oat1 one altatting 2I-10/1,

tmAlc Id the explaining of class rulO (each with 25 held Start nod four.non-

Head Start teact4,.?r,; allotting 0 IrtZ tire and tour Head Start ano onenon-}lead

start teacher allotting 11-20').,

9:1
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(Itt7;',

fic '314.,10 t ttcr k:,t04 Ct *414i."-:1 t1lti $..).

atte'ytvd to antiv,,.., tt.oJAcr-1 itttfutiv_. dtsadvatt.,g ed and citnor.r5r.-

gre;0 ,g.txduAt!.i/ atalltN .od inzitivatio) tor learnt,'" The teaCher,, both

14-..1.1 :tart and o:Jo-:frad eed unanimgusIy that It has

been provcn h #1 ar, t . rt,t4tar schoolwork tttd that

14ixli proper ln:itrucrien they .1.11 jTi arul dIsaiireed wIth the

jtatorwt Oat them.: titudentJ $.1.11 lower 04,-Aft riddle-claEts

011drco, that they do not u%.,Jtt to learn, k rnat, it h )5 been proven that

-.#tuJent.;$ .111 PCVer J#4 i3 Wel 1 ,0 c4.41:1 A_adentss rile only citie.ittc,n

%,4.h Vitra: wa d1.1.71ded piii waz.,°PitadV40toge4.4 childn Ailrto leArn

but do, ns:-t nave the right b.A0k4.40uAd t,r schoolwork." Wenty-tt.ut

04 P4:3.1 Start and tiveiwn-Acad start) a6tced vith thlti ,:itltet5ent, avd

-vvo4tcto (li from 0e,44 '.tt At,4two the,t teacher,i) di9agreed.

ot 015 Item .1ukw_ti that reJpi>ndentti ray havebecn attepdtng

414toreo1:11y to thv mato and ',mbordtnate clawes,

ti,4q(1 Klett. tor %writ- 61.;q12:!. limn 112) '

0414 ta(t- id Start telJw-r-) vtAecked the sc.-stemot that all

'7,ft.tp '3hould rIght tit c fat OA

ALI ;locos Azad Act f411y cquil rIght3, hut tCs bo und to f41.,v

Tit t 1 , 1=0 twat' 4g1.°#.13 w tth T it sT.,-0.t.r"vnt tbat r&Jortiv group: %toad

'1.211,ct rtogrt, It tbvtr orp:40.7. it 1. /1-# tar* t M4tA: 'Alch extret' ,J

kMl y t,, k-ad 'qart f. ft that tclo much fkl, hqd bcen rAAc

.1.1_,44v,otigc..; ;ttill_44t-i. FJoup,, ,01.4 oftv f elt, Lbot mtnortt

t' bli..ttt5T

w,44.1,1A tvIroopp

yytting e,k"-.1
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non.fle.:d Start redOets AFt. a group wore sterxwhat rore .zorwrvative

,
in tcl eir,opini,iw dheut 1v4-r.71,9orIA WfouPL4....:4111cc. th.xi uh-lourJi

.acted 4qua1 right. tivwdiately, dnd ieur ui the nAne itivored

'ilOta.but slit that it vduad take a lens ilre to be neentp/it4bed. TWo
.

felt that goad schoo1ing -and jobs were the easiest way to calqprIty Croup

ri,ghtti, and one int that extr. der_ nd.=. by minority group nrganii.duop,

were hurting t1 light for minncity mot.? tWitg.

---,Outer SLAil Resitleace-and Trauellial (Lteng 107-109-
-

Nri--ty-tic.10.11 .:etc) n Stirt telchon-, had J std in

anwer St AtV ;or thak nkrit.° Ilk, Ad start d.ntlYthree other

4

pre90;,41 teacher:, .4- Cwt . te4k... et_ IP thv pri t sarplt ..Lre a tatrly

11-tr..Mkd grin top, Tne r rity of teachVri (...b-Head Star and In-

c.aJ Slav:0,4;1 tr,i Oct i = Arerica rt.re tha. trey tb pte,J.nr

how, abow 4a1f rh He4d Sta t.trarhem (17) and a tf4;(1(3)

other pr4.11 h40 tr 0.T.111..4 I torkign cluntr. ofbc

t1 Art 14.1..... ,arid

It,

cro four other pr4.-0001 !Cactkin tevrted.reo

-41.-...ipiper or rt-t iv, or- political top,,-- t:ery

r, And rhree noft-Pead Start reAcherli rt.:Pot:cc-1 re dleT ,L1-01

ar WIt.0, .inl 5,1* cittICr

1

%
nearly oert .toy . ond 4

? .e re741,111Ain tt.t.oictwtr.4 (1"7 Ootd StArt st-!)

it-G! ,rorc4 r a weo,

t*.ershkE ir -V"22j11-041E-1 t 1,0P5 (Itti- 1133

rnitzt: LUt. gvA4 'Aart

11,,o Jelt-Awc$1-.4,,

tdf-r did out bvl-r, ity

.

t.i ,and Oro_
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: ----
... - two to 'four.. The most frequently reported organizations were church-related,,.

.and were listed by 12 ilead:-Start respondents-. Six teachers each listed 'be=
,. ,.., .

_,

;longing :tô eciu`Cationikl improvement and social action groups, and four to
c

Social: or ,pers.onal interest groups. ,Among the now-Head?tart teachers, two,
. .-

belonged-to one organization., five to tWoi. and one each to- -four, and to Six-,

-=5*''''-'s '-':-----
organizations., As ,with the Head Start teachers_, church activity groups were ,.

,:.:- . 4i'.:
listed by the largest number*Of 'teachers -(6), .followed by social action groups

. .

1 i

(5), educational itop:roveitten -groups (4)-, social and ,perthOnal intereSt.gr

(3). and'; aSsociations_1(1), 1.
. e_.,

Membershi0 iA. Professional ,OrgenIzation, (Item 114),

Most teachers sampled belonged to no professional education associations

- (N=18 Head Start and 5 non-Head Start teachers). Of the remaining Head Start
,[

teachers_,. six: belonged to one-, five, to-two, and two to three-. Of -the non.-Hea.d,

Start teachers, five belonged to .nO.-prOfeSriOnal orgaWationS, two to

iañd One :each- to three .ari.to four. f(

.Attendanee- at ,1Loca1 or ,StateEdutation-Meetin
V

t414.9.1

No-thirds of..both. the Head Start *and: rion?H ead Start teachers reported
- ,

1

least one educational meeting during he previous year, -with.

the_majority of these .attendingMore than-one ,theeting. Most of 'these meetings
1

were sponsored by .professional edhcational organiz ti-ons.,, although, some of

thrneetings attended:bY the non-Head St -teacher were sponSored'bY,

-coMmunity aaticin_ groups'.

'KnoWledge of 'Communiyt:9-Af fairs .(Item ,I16)'
_ .

The majority of both- Head' ,S .ar,t and ,non-Head- Start teacher-6 ,(22- -Head

i
. 7

Start and 7 ,non-Head ,,tat.t, teaChers)- felt --t1,.e.,Y were fairly well-ififormed
- \

about the. community 'n which 'they Were te-achii tzt. 9'Vienlie-d fStaIt. ard'-two-,...__

=

Head Start teacher's .reported' they di.d 'hot fell viell=inforMed.

non,Head:.Start teachgX8 theinselveS to-t_b*:e ,and three
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affected by the fact that many of the teachers, especially

those from Head Start,,,,' iy have lived in the rieighborhocci-or community

where' they taught. 'Unfortunately, the questiorinaite did not contain an.item
r

p ,Tt#Tling to this issue.
4

= Reading O'f- Education- Articles Jitem 117)
.. _ -

The ,thalo_rity of 'teachers (25= -Head' Start and six. -non -Head Start) re-
,

pOrted,. teading..edlmat-ion 'articles- once or ,twice a -week,, .and: almost ,the

rest (ten- Head' Start and three rion,-Head Start teachers) reported -reading-:

them several times' a ,month, Only one teacher (Head-Statt) reported -reading,

-eduOation artiCIes' only 'once in a great while
.

Lant4lake_.'FaOilities Smite, (Sub__ of Items 118" 47) \

one point fot each correct ansW for eadhOf -the thirty,'

language EaCilities items ,(iteMs 118 -l47), a stubbled Langd z taailitieS
Sdote yet .obtained Tot- eadh-teacher. The range of scores for the Head- Start

A "

teachers was krOM- eleven to thitty items, correct, with the- median at 4,5
/ _.

The non -Head' Start teachers' scores ranged: -fir--Sev'ent_eert' to

twenty -six. -items- correct, with the median -at 23.0. Since _the- Teacher
1

Questionnaire -was completed at- home., the possibility- exists ,that some subjects-
, 1 .

. ..
., '

.may :have received helP, in obf ining correct answers, therebyoinVaiidating,_ _ . _

these data.

tee-ahlr. lttitudes, TowatdJ4ork and...Su 'et:Visor, Items ,15O-1051
_ " - r. ..- - - -

_ ; 14*.
Work :morale appeared, generally quite high. or- this :sarnple..- The great

/.majority of teach-eta responding to these items either agreed or Strongly:

---egt-eed-',Wit-h---t-ne statement that their job was a very ii#p,ertent one (977.

ca' the -Head' Start and 807;:of the other Preschool teachets), that thdY en=

jo.Yed. theit :present 'teaching :position :'(94% of the Head 'Start teachers and
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100%of the 'rion-Head Start teachers), and that their relations with the

people on the job were enjoyable (86% of Head Start and 100% of non-Head

Start teache\rs),, :Slightly over half (53%) of the Head-Start teachers

and all of the other preschool teachera felt-that the educational progkath-

't

at their school was what theTliked-:it to be:: Half the HeadStart teachers;

and/85% of the non -Head Start4teachers' reported-they. vould not want to leave-

their pregent teething job.
J I.

Teaeheratended. to,be more concerned with their pupila' affective

and, Social deVelcipmeht than with their intellectual developthent_at the in-.67

. .

litdergarten level.' Both 'groups of teachers 'almost unanimously agreed that

t ,

. _
, _ '

they were more onCerned,with hew. hard a child-was trying. ,than- what 'he

.

masaccomplishing, aticrOyer three-quarters Of the teactlers felt that '

' /-children's learning to get along; with- was as important as learning

letters or numbers at this-age, They generally felt (-75tof Head Start ancL:

86 %' of the other PreschobI teachers) that a, teache should inquire into,

Child! personal probletha, that a teacher'S authority is not destroyed if

she's riendiy to the chilciren in her claSS (72t and" 100%, resPectiVely),.

and. tlat shaking theireWmpersondi experiences with the chilren,cdUl, d

1)
.-

be a teaching ekperience. The majority_ they always tried to have -,
,,,...

class parties to celebrate children's birthdays (89tan*S6%,:reSpectiely),

The majority of teachers stated they felt that Interacting-with and

informing parents was,Nery important. They Overwhelmingly felt that

discussing the child'svork,with his parents was not a waste Of time -t. -the

Maj city indicating that they talkedto every...parent about his pr her child'sCI

,worlt,onee Or twice a year (97% of, Head Start teachers and 57% of the other

te4iers). Almost all of the' Head Start (94%) IAc slightly less
.

.. . .

1
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than- half of the other preSchcioi teachers. reported visiting the homes of

'%til their -pupiiS at leaSt .onOe a year, These -data may reflect the :greater

eniphaSis :151aCed' in -Head Start ohparent Involvement.

The majority of teachers (69% .Head. Start, -80% other teatherS) who

tespifinded. to the question answered, that they always or very often- interrupted.

ongoing activities to deal with moral or ethical-problems when they.arose. ,

. ".-_.,.._

The Head Start teachers tended to be legs concerned about the use of foUl
. _

.

,

,

language 4n their classroom since Siiihtly over half (55%) said they seldom.
V .

or only Ocasionallyaireprimanded. any child usink foul language; 80% of the
. , x.

. 3
other preschool teachers who responded to-Ithe -question said-that they most

-Often or 'always reprimanded' foul language.,

The- group of questions* dealing with teacher"s n egd for authority and'
. ,

' controll in, the- classroom 'indicated' that most of the teachers were not
, ..

.

. .

overly concerned with maintaining authoritarian. teacher control. _Moat (94%
1\

/

_

and 78% f the -Head Start and- other preschOcil teachers, respedtivelyY

-disagreed with the statement 'that children shouldn't work by themselves

since th6i make topftany Mistakes that way-., Most felt that, children should

be allowed to .paint or draw in the way- they wish .(83% and Ocke respectively),

and did not leel that the -best way to settle chiidren's quarrels i4,0 for

the

Reacher

to step in immediately (55% and. 57% -,. respectively). The majority

..,geld that having the child- do small errandt. -and chords-for the teacher couldteacher

be a good learning experience (94% of the:Head Start teachers add 160% of
/, .

the seven responding non -Head Start teachers). They felt that a child should.

be free to tell a teacher if she's wrong (92% and 86%, respectivel/, of

teachers who, respond' to this question). Opinion was split on whether :a

teather should interrupt the Class to 'get -one child's attention; with only
1

h.?
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39% of the 'Head Staft teachers but 85% of the responding non-Head'Start

teachers. agreeing with this statement. Many agreed that a child not

respecting theteacher won'tlearn much (44% of Heicl Start and,100% of'the

non -Head Start teachers responding to the question), although the majority.

. ortheHead,Start 'teachers (64%) and sthird of the mop7Head-Star,teachers
. _

__agreed that they SOMetiine0adthire a ahild.wnodiSobeys-his teacher.

-111Leteachers generally reported that getting a',cnild to ''understand"'

his work, and not just to -do it in a rote manner,-was very important

and-66%, respectively).. All the Head-Start teachersapdseven of the nine

other preschool teachefsreplied-that they always or alMostJalOays_planned

what they were going to do before the start Of :each-day,

:In regard to the questibns on teachers': attitudes towa0s-paients'

.

,training and care of their.dhildren, Slightly lewar than half' of the teachers-
.

feIi,that the parents,-of their students had taught t-their ch4dren gpOd

manners (47/ and' respectively) but mostagfeed that then,OUpila Were.

dressed- about as-well as their, parents could afford- (83% and.67%) and

disagreed with the statement that the language their pupilS heard-at home was

probably disgraceful (72% and= disagreeing, fespectively). Mast teachers_

(81)% and .7,7%,kreapectively) disagreed, with the statement that-parents'

classroom visits interfered with Glasswork.

. . .

Attitudes' coward` Supervisor

majority of .the teachers in this study gave pbsitive answers to

the questions regarding their supervisor's competence, hdministrative ability

and'affectivity. They generally- reported that their' supervisor was always

or most often consistent in policy -(75% and 55%, _respectively), gbt the facts

before making,sUpefvisOrYdecisions (78% and 67%),-had good suggeStiohs

.(n% and 67 %), and made decisions based on. educational considerations rather
. .
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than oivadininistrative convenience (61% and 55%, -respeCtively). A

considerahl>enumber ,of the responding teachers (4k of the -33- responding

Head Start and075% of the 'four responding non-Head Start teachers) -felt,

that, their supervisor did not have his/her -work well-organiied, 'however,

and there was some difference of opinion as to Whether 'their supervisor

;Put off-thaking' important_ deciSiont-too
0

Most teachers replied that their supervisor ;Put them at t aSe while

talking to them (78% and 67%, respectively) , showed an-interest in their

welfare (78% and 67%), it.ried to comply with teacher's requests (64% and

67%), `and took the teacher's side in cases of parent complaints (61% and

55%),. Teachers :felt that they were given a significant- -part in- -determixiing,

_pblic es ,affecting them (61% and 55%); and were allowed to express. thentsellies

free]. aheRit educational matters ,(75% and -67%) . They generallY did' not

* .

feel that the supervisor visited their class too often- (62% and 80 %,

.respectively; of 'the teachers ..responding to this question). Most Head Start

teachers (72%)-did feel,_ however,.. that th4 were expected to follow 'certain

rules for .personal appearande, _althoUgh,only a third ,of the other preach-OK

teachers answered ""moStly7 toihis 'question.

O
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APPENDIX C

RESPONSES OF.- LEE COUNTY, ALABAMA

HEAD START TEACHERS, TO TEACHER QUESTIONNAIRE ITEMS

A
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Item-'Responses of Lee County

-Head Start Teacher's ct-43), Year 3

-Sex of. Teachers, (Item 1)

WO_ of the thirteen- Lee County. .Head. Start teaCheis (15%) were male..

This percentage Of male teachers- is conSiderably greater than that' .found
z

in the three urban study sites in Year 2 andrin the literature.
.

!NuMber of -Years ,of Schooling (Item 2)

The range of years of schooling waS from 12 to 17 yearss'iith the

. . . . .

. , -median- at _14.3.-y.ears and the mode; ,(3 teacherS) at 13. years. This is some,-
.

..

what lesS schooling than that of the SDC and RTI teachers, and also soinewhat

/ .

less thin: of two Of the three Year 2 .sites. The St. Louis -Site, with

à Mode of 12 year's of schooling, Was most comparable to ,Alabaia. In both,

sites, the Board ,Of Education was ,not the sponsoring agency; - differences in

spopSors, therefore, apparently reflect different Selection criteria for

teacherS.

Number. of,,Years Teachifik (Itein 3)

Total teaching experiehoe ranged :from, One tO 11-15 ye'r.S.- As was the

case with the Yeai ,2 sample, the majority of the Alabama teachers

,.reported betWeen one and..five year0 'Of teaching experience.-

(8)

iiresent:Teaching- (Items

TwO, of theteachers- had spent less than one -year in their present

pOsition, five had spent betWeen. one and' three years-; and five between fou'r

.

and six years, .with one teacher not responding to the question: At ,t he time

he Alabama -teachers c,ompletedthis questionnaire

ad been in" operation---six years.

0c -of ,the AlabaMa teachers (467) reported preVious teaching- experience'

(spring, 1971) Head Start

in regular school settings, Three.reported preschool experience, one had
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,taught in kindergarten and two in grades "one to .three. Of the five teachers

reporting teaching experience in non-school settings, all reported. teaching

4

-Sunday School.

Four, of the teachers (31%) reported. some previous experience. with low=

0into* or .disadvantaged children. -Of these fout teachers, two repoited
,

previous preschool experience, one in a school setting, and One in a one,-to

one. such as tutoring. This percentage of .teacherS:reporting previous

experience with the disadantaged is similar to that of the other three sites

in Year .2 '(39%). The duration_ of -these experiences -ranged from 1 =5 Months-

to, 5=6 years, with the mode of two teachers at One- year.

Goals,-(item-7),

Ten Lee County teachers listed- -one or more clasSroom goal6 in answer

to -the open==endes1 question, "What are you 'trying to accomplish with the

children in your class ?" Like the' Yeak 2 teachers , the- Alabama:teacher*.

liSied- a variety of classroom. !goals, the most frequently- reported

being social. development .(8 tettherS) , academic skills :(7) and love of

school (4) . Also mentioned were physical -motor development -(3) and diat-,

cipline (3) i with self - concept, emotional development , curiosity and personal

qualities each being_ reported by two feadhetS. More /' teachers- fhan

Alabama teachers, ,listed, physica] -motor Skills_ and positivelSelt=Concept as

important ,classroom- goal's while ,filore Alabama, teachers listed social develop-
,

_thent and love- of school.

Preference. for Teachingtoys or Girls (-Item ,8)_

contrast to the -Year- 2, urban teachers who in _general reported -a

.

preference for_ eething bPys., only five Lee County teachert reported pre-

ferring teaching; boys, -seVen preferted girlsi and one gaVe no response. This

165
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may _reflect the differences in ranking of classroom goals as= well as the
.. , .

fact that male. teachers. were included in the Lee County sample.

Continue .Teaching (Item 9) \
.-,._

.
Eleven teachers ,rep orte that they presently planned' to teach beyond

the end of the current ,year, and twq rave a "don't know!' -1.1%-ply.1.:

Age ,(Iterri .10)

Median age was 2 -7 years. Eight teachers were between 21 and 30 years

old, .two between 51 and 40, and one dat'hetween 51-60 an-d-6165.

the Alabama_ reaOherS were a, someWhat younger group =than- the Head- Stait teachers

.
any -c4 the threeurban sires-.

Desirable _Teacher Traits.tirem 11)

Twelve teachers specified one or more desirable teacherrraits.. Com-

passion was listed by eight teachers, and patience love of children and.
1

friendliness were each mentioned by six. Two teachers each listed empathy

and-being a good disciplinarian as Impbitatit& and, one each srreSsed'being

unprejudiced and open-mitded.

ecial Trainin (Item,12)

.?

Three o the eleven: teachers 'responding to this question, had no special
t'

training f teaChing disadvantaged or minority group children'. Five :re-

.
ported in-service training, two he'd- attended minority education classes,. and

one

6

had both in- service, training and eduLtion claSses.

Entering and Continuing Career Influences (Items 11.,24)

Love of children was listed more often- as an extremely or very itportant

entering '(10/12, mean = 4.33) and continuing influence (10/12, mean .= 4.50),

with service emphasized next most often (entering: '8/12, mean = 4.0; contin-
-

uing; 8712, mean = Intellectual factors were most often listed as
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being eery, but not extremely.,

\spectively) as an entering and
6

important (with means of 3.42 and 3.2.-7e-.-re-..

contiduing influence.

st oten ;felt to. be ,only somHours and vacation were_rito" what or slightly

important (entering mean. = 2.36-, continuing_ ean, = 2..18)4 an

as- only slightly important (mean -=

Help -Desired- (Item 25)

Ten teadberS, specified help. desired.

r
salary Was listed

2.08- for both' entering and- tontinuing).'

1
for, supplies or-physical kequipment (6 teachers), followed by more

The most 'commenlY-lig ed-need was

in- what or how to _teach (-5)_. One teacher 1

need. .

Teach as Taught (Relit 26)

sted- a smaller class a

supervision

AS was the cage with the Year 2 teachers, the

-(4) reported tey, would not ach. as they had been

. to -this question, ,and one -replied 'don't

AccompliSh Goals (Item 28)1

Five to khers felt the.y ha) been "highly suCcessfUl.". in,

know.

i 1

classroom goals, Six felt "rather Successful," one reported a general

a real

majority of Atabama,teachers.

taught. Four replied "v,es7

IK

accomp lishing their

of success and one.:"-checked "ntutral."
V

Desirable Student Traits. (Item 29)

feeling

6

All 13 teachers specified one or more desirable kstudent traits. Vettin

aldng with- others was- listed by- 11 teachers, interest learning by

obedience and happy outlook by tWci4each, and responsibility by one.

Undesirable Student. Traits (Item 30)-

Of the -seven teachers specifying -undesirable student traits, 'four listed:

Impulsive -behavior, three included "doesn't get along With others] two men

tioned- apathy, -and one each listed shyness self7,;centeredn ss d' dependency:



/
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Strike, Children (item 31)-

-107=
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Six teachers report- striking or spanking children; and 7-se aten.....xePorted
a

that they did, not This was a much higher percentage of .teachers reporting

use of - physical punishment than was Mound, with the. Year 2 urban .presthool
,teacheig.

Methods 'of Rewarding .Children! in ,the Classroom (iteiii 32).
NAll thirteen teacherst lis'ted one or more methods by which they reward

children in their'tlassrooe. Eleven-'replied that they gaVe verbal praise.. N
directly -to the Child when, hey. were pleased with his behavior. .SiXreported

Y

\
non-verbal indications suck! as a smile c:,\htig, and five rer:rted: using a

reward. Twb allotted 'special 'privileges and one made otheis' ewer of the

good behavio.

Schedule_.for. atqypical- ClasslaySifem 33);

Twelve teacheis delineated a class schedule for a typical class: day.
.

Of these teachers, nine reported a, five=hour and three a fi..Nrel and onerhelf

hour daily sthedule. contrast to the urban Head Start "programs sampled in

0 Year 2.,..the Lee County Head Start programs involved, an extended ,day, includihg

4.

..both breakfast and lunti) as part of the Services provided.

Daily Activities

As was the case with the urban teachers in the previous year, language

deelopment and classroom routines were the two activities on which most 'of

the Alabama teachers spent most time. Five 'teachers spent 21430 .minutes on

language, development, fi.ve spent 41-60 MinuteS-,, and two spent 61=80 minutes.

'Number skill's were stressed= to a much lesSet extent by, this group of

teachers, since two teachers reported spending up to nine minutes on them,

108
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4 and the reniaining -ten from. 20,-29 minutes.

in the schedule of four teachers 0-19iand froM 1 minutes for eight.,
..) --

4 rt9
1 1

,--:-
_,:,..

t
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,

Science occupied up, to 9' minutei

Social

tudies was reported by all:twelve teachers' to bcCupy no More- than nine
. '

minutes .of their class -tiMe.

hi 9 .. ii.-L1- Academic areas
/, :..,,, ,

.mi lutes .for one teachet, between 1

a music 'and drama4ccupied .4 to nine

minutes ,for Six, 20-29 Minutes_

for three, 30-0- minutes for cne., and 50-59 'minutes for

activit were 41titted 10,19,:mi es in the 'peheddle- of
. , N

one. Gross .motor

26,49, /flutes for sevens,, 4049 ,minutes for two, ,50-759 for

one ', teaCher

one and. 607-69
,

for one. eleven 'teachers reported spending.90-99' minutes classroom,
r, , ,

.and one htit.Oe
. ,

.

Percentage. of Time Spent. of l''' -Classroom Actisirisles404er the atets ',4049)
...s.

, . , .

Language, arithmetic, _and free play were the only activities where' more
:, -, , ,, ,,:. fs / , .

, -

than, half -the teachers -reported spending, more, than 19% of- theit class time

()Ver the semester.'" Three teachers spent up to 10% time-en readin ,and, langnage,
. .. r ,

. v
sour spent -betWeen, 11 and- 20%,, three between 2i .an 30%,_

Free play was allotted up to 10 % 'time _five teachers,

by two,. and 41-50% by one. 41.v1.? teachers sient up -to 10
`Nk: . ,-

the other, rive" teacherS reSponding to this item spent -between: 11 and 201" time

Ya the other academic areas, science was allocated up to 10% time in the

"'

and- -one- :Erin 517-99%.

11.420% 1)?--nr, 007. .alt 0.

A.,-*

t time -On arithmetl.c; and'

"

schedules of seven teachers and 1,1 -20% three. Social studies took up to 10%.,
of'the time of eight teachers, 11-20% time- for two and. 21-*30% for one. In non-

e

aCademic areas, arts and crafts ocCilpied lesaA. 10% of time in nine

t acher's classrooms,, and betweeni,11 and 20 % -f the time .for three others.
-

-, liusic i ..cities took: up to 10%.,timefor eleven teachers and .1.1t-10r for. one,.

as did.exglaining Class'. rules. .

109.
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.Minority Aties (Iteis 34,-391

As teachers in an 'essentially ,program,, the teachers disagreed

unanimously with the statement that minority .grouP' children= don't want to
','' ,';',. . . . .

, -

learn, and agreed that these students could, learn as well as ,anyone:..
. : ; . y

Most

,(10). disagreed with the statement that they will score lower than .middle-
_

,c...hi.laren; _a small Majority '.(8) agre ed with the, statement .that. they

want 4) learn,"'hut Wt have tt right ,backgratnd for 'school -work.

. :

-,E hts for.flinori rou *s (I:tem.-412)

`Eight 'teachers fel full rights Stionid,be'.0tarited infthediatelY --three 'felt"teachers
..

'''thdt ininority7grAuP-MeMhers sh-oUldn:''t wake ,extreme Otaandsi, and , -two 'felt that
-.they -Should' concentrate ,on getting ;gooa s_anooling-and' jObS.

ft,

Outer -State Residence_ and (Items. 10.7 : - 109.)

'This sample of teachers varied lip the .extenSivenets, of their _ traver.ex7
/ .1 , ..,

' k
. 4

,per 4.

ence. 'SeVen teacherS -had, resided' in _another _state for more than a_ year;
. :

six 'had -not-. Sel.ien had travelled over C000 miles ,from -their -home, -five ,be-
-

I \\ I
, . . .

tWeen'$'00 and. 1;00 'miles ,:and, one had travelled more than ...00- miles.
. . ..,,

From her 'home in the'`u.s. :Nihe had- never. travelled_ in a foreign country,:_:-. '..
-; '-'.:.:, .

---tc4o--h-.'id-traVelled once and '69o:.;mote: than -Once.
. . i.'

. /
,,Re-adth ;and: .biscussion of -Political. Articles. ate 1107111).

_ -,---
The ee 'County Head Start teachers reported considerable in

-- ,
reading and ,disCussioa ,Of political', articles. Leven teaohers reported, reading,

pc:lid:dal articles nearly every- day, one once or twice a week;' -and= one once 4n .

a ,great_whi,le. Ten reported, discussing .politiCal issues ,practicarly. every-`.. .,,,/:r''' -
day, twb once-

or twice .a week, and one a few times a month.
- .



Merthership indlon-Professional tOiniiiin-itv Organizations, ;(4-tem1213)'

Your of the _teachers: ;belonged to no ,doMmUnity.,organizat_iona 646. -each
.__

''.

...

b-elonged to one., two -, three and,dfour ,Organizations., and-one 'belonged tr).-.1i*.-,

1Those.:_most frequently iiated were so4a1 action, groups 0)-,,,,,Church=relatedr
,

'groups, -(6),, social or ,pakt',soill interest .grOblis _(;)),, Civic associations (2)'.

.and- educational imprtyenient ,grou08..(1).

Kriotaedge...ot __OotfnuriktY. Affai (TrS, tem: -1 6)

Five -teachers reported-tha they -felt thethselyes we
-

about the. community in whidh theY oLked, ands eight 'felt

Reading of Educational Articles rt,tent,

'Alforified

otrieiL.

:Five teachers ,reported, .reading educational articles 'few ti ales a mont}i,;
I .

and eight Teported reading them onte._or twice' week.

Lan ge Facilities-. Score (Sinn

-

Language 'tap-115,i Ore- -(Which. consisted of one t for

each of the thirty language items ,C'-otTeiet), ranged ftoin.qQ, to the

median_ at 24 :0- items correct... this, ,COMP4res,:favorablY with-,the language

-Factlities scare'.obtainediv the -Year 2 teac..nefs- whose 'median score was

items- correct..

Teacher :Attitudes. Tot an 56=.106)

As -had: been 1,fith,ithe -Year 4 -teachers , work ;Morale within- he

Alabama sample was -quite ,high., VoSt Agreed' or strongly agreed, that their

job-, VS. e very important one 05%Y,,,. that they.erijpyed= their ,present teadhplg

position ,(7Z:O., arid ',that -their relationships:, with their ,co- workers were
, _ _

str:o4giyr agreed that they

,-01.3,u141; not mach .tp,- leave ;thei.T. -present teactiing. illy about one - .fourth
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.- -.-....,_ .

,
---.......,

-..

\ the...teecherS JO* agreed that the, edisnat.4.enel program in their -schok--was

',what they Would: like it -te bo;;Iic*,0,7,9-x:,i This is e. considerably smaller -peri=
N
dentage. than Was 'found aidOng :thi-.4. 'Year. 2 -teachers,

.- ,. *b the Alabama .teadherS, iike their 'Y,ef.,..2: ,co1leagnes1 -Stressed affective

- 7
444:..,90.1deyeio'fiiiien of .h.e4.:1= tincief:g44e,np ,pupils,, almost all agreeing that

.,
f , _. .

. PeSt were more -dent474d with.how-hard' -a, ,child : is trying than with hoW-,muth
.'r. .

+ ,7 he as accomplishing, . and'-that, ,a -dhildTh,,getting. 004, with Others; at this

viks: -make Important than his learning latterScor -nUmbers. ,Mo(96%) felt
!.

ct--hat -.having "-undei.standit'his work, .rather' than (thing, it in .a rote man-
-_

Was- iinportent,-. Most agreed:kW.), that a teacher Shoulifiquire into a

faMily, i,robleMs, that. e teedier s- .authority, is not ,deS,.-

,p.royed:..i. she's- iriendly, tO her .pupils V7t) -. and, that _Sharing;,piersonat 'ex-.,
,

peri'enceSzwith wag;pOtentkall a- good learning technique; MOS't

teeth era (62t.5 tjied to have Celebrate special events,
s'

jactingwith and inforthinvpalents. Most felt that it was not a waste 'of

to dis'aUsS he child's work with his parents (71%)'-, and' slightly more

The -majority: of the teachers expressed positive feelings toward' inter-

than: ,twO=thirds indicated that they diScuSsed- the ,chileSiwork with

_parents once or twice a year -Ali of the teachers reported that they :visited-..

all th 6i e hobleS -evetr,_

Most teaOherS,'(6§,t), agfaecL,that their 'pupila were _about .as tell-dreSsed

as their ,parents -could affOrd , that the language :pupil§ =heard at home- was ' *\

probablY- not disgraceful, (7:7%)., that the paTentSfiad taught:, their _children

1

..,

sr /
good: manners -(54%):, and disagreed- that pant school visItS interfered

with classWork -(69%),

0' r
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. %,
,Mpst Alabama teachers -(85%) reported that they would:interrupt ongoing

.. , .

activities to, deal with moral or ethical problems when they arose. Slightly

over ,.half (54%) said that they most _often or always, reprimanded foul language,.

i-/

Like the Year 2 preschool _teachers, the .Alabaia teacher i did not express.

/
concern over keeping control in the classroom. The statement that children

......-- . .

i
1 shouldn! t work,by themselves lest they make to .manY. Mistakes was disagreed

-with- by 92% of -t.6e teachers. Most -(92%) felt .that a child should be free- to

,
r

tell: a teacher if She ',S wrong,, that haying the child '. do small': errarids for

the teacher could be a good learning experience (857), and that children.
. .

. . ,

/- . .
should-healloWed' to pairit or -draw in the way they wish -(69%)'. '8-lightbi

,. / -

over half the- Alabama teachers (54%) agreed.that they sometimes -admire a

. 1 4

hild who _disobeys his teacher. Ail teachers re.piied- -that they, Most often or

/
.

always, planned' their classroom activities -before they, -began each Class day-.

, ----.
--,.

---.. .

Like-the Year 2.-preschool teachera-,_ the Alabama teachers expreased-

- . .

g nerallY positive -responses to questions about supervisor Competence' .d

dministrative ability. They felt their supervisor was always- or most often.

consistent in policy (92%), got facts ;before making decisions "(69%-), had -

good suggestions (85%)-., and made decisions on educational rather -than on

- / administrative considerations (62%)'. Slightly over half (5.4%): -felt their

/ supervisor didn't have work -well-organized, arid, -17-% felt _their supervisor
. / .

.

t :

..

'put off making important dettSions -too lOng, however. .

-/

Most -of the questions on eacher-Supervior relationships were also

answered positively. Most teachers ,respo ded. that their supervisor -Put

/
them at ease while-talking to -them (85n, showecl, an interf,st -in -their wel-fare -..,

/ . .

(-71%), tried to comply with- teache/r'S requests (-77%)-, and allowed- the
.

teachers to`express themselves freely about echicational matters (62%)=.

113
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'Slightly fewer than- half the .teacher's (46%), felt they were -given a, sign-_
ifi-cant part in determining policies affecting them, or that the supervisor

would support, theM in cases of parent complaints: (46%). Most teaChets felt

they were _allowed to express themselves freely .about eduCational matters (62%),
4

sand did not feel that the Supervisor visited their class too often (11;0%)..

Summary

Two teachers\in this Lee County kindergarten sample, were male. The.

median number of years of schooling -of the -group- was 14.1 years. Approximately

half the teachers \isted previous teaching experienCe in school settings, and
.

the Majority had sPe ial training for teaching the diSadVantaged. .

4
- ..

Most frequently-lied- ciassrooni,goalS were social deVelopment.,..academic

skillS,and loVe of school. Most desirable student traits were getting along

with others and having an interest in learning, and most frequently-mentioned

desirable teacher traits were compassion, Patience, love of children_and

friendliness . Love of children at service opportunities and inteneCtual 'fac-

tors were the Most important moii.r.es -for entering and' Conti ng -teaching.
. ... . . _

..

The Alabama-teaChers stressed pupils' affective- and scic 1 development

A
more than. intellectual development at this age. Almost all the teachers-

.._- .- - _ ____ ___

reported that they praised a child directly when pleased with his behavior

apd slightly fewer -than half admitted they used,physical punishment.

The..schedule for a typical class day 'was reported to be between five and

.4five and.one-half hours in length. Language development and classtooM routines

were the activities on which most class time was spent.

Expressed teacher morale was quite high, supervisors were evaluated

gene lly positively, apd the importane of itIteracting with?and informing

parents as .stressed.

114_
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. Comparison with_ Urbane Preschool -Sample

The tw,o -samples of- teachers 4.ave- similar replies to-the majority of the.

,questiOnnaire items. There was, however, a small number -of items on which

the samples differed.

Y -

There were no male teache s in the qrban..preschools,, but two of, the

1.,_

Lee County kindergarten teachers were maie.-.

..
.

The Lee

:'

'County teachers we1re a somewhat yoringer group (median age = 27\
I4 . ,

. years): than 'were the preschool teachers (median age = 32.2 years) , and- had
- I

somewhat less schooling than the 'Trenton and 'Portland sites. More Alabaina

- -

:teachers had special training for teaching the disadvantaged than- did the

Urban te.achers ,..which might slightly, compensate for -their slightly lower amount

of schooling. 4 /
411;

-t

Goals .of the two groups were slightly _different, as was type of help

sired. More urban. teachers st ressed` physical -motor Skills and -development of

aposieive self,tconcept as important 'classroom .goals , whereas more Alabama

..teachers' listed' as goals social development and love of sdhopl-.. More 'training-
,

;in what .to ,teach 1.7as most frequently liated as a need for urban teachers,,

whereas- the Alabama teachers most often stated they needed more eqriipment

4

-and.

In general, the Alabama teachers had a16figet dai y class, achedule:,..ai

reporting a five or five and one-half ho'ur:clasS day; of the urban teachers

listed only a three to three and .one-half .hour schedule, although a -few-urban
I

non-Head Start teachers listed a :seven to nine-hour schedule,.

A slightly, greater 13ercentage of the Alabama teachers reported: punishing

children by striking or spanking them than did the urban teacher's\ Whether

this= repreSents greater honesty or _greater punitiveness on the part of the

rth
1



Alabama teachers cannot-be determined from these data.

The Alabama teachers reported- somewhat more time spent in number and-

aiithmetic amtivities over the school year than did :the turban" teachers. This

is-most likelY due to the fact that the Alabama- Children were a- year older

than the urban children, in this sample, and in -.a kindergarten rather than

a.presChbol-progr*

The only work attitude that differed considerably oVer'die two groups

was the, response by more Alabama teachers that the educational program at their

school was nct what they would like it to- be. Unfortunately, the exact nature,

of the Alabama -teachers' dissatiOaCtion with their edUcational.prograM-cannot

bedeterminectfrOm-theSe data:

. '`(,..

m



APPENDIX D
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CODING: CATEGORIES FOR FREE-RESPONSE slims
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While the exact wording of constrained-response items maybe found in

Appendix A under the appropriate, itla number; the folloWing table -lists the,

codes used in. reducing open- ended. questions to discrete categories.

Item 5A ''fie

5A -2

5/1.'3

54-4

5A-5

0/14 .

5A-7

5B -other

places .

5B-1

5/3.72 .

5B-3

5B-4

5B-5:

5/3-6

aching Experience

1 = preschool' (Head Start, nursery, day care)..

1 = kindergarten.

grades- 1 -3.

grades. 4-6.

e1ementary.; unspecified.

junior high or high school:
1 = adillt level, full time (e.g.,college teaching).

1 = yes'; 9 = other (emotionillY disturbed, handidapped).

1 = specialiied program within .pUblic, private school sySteM.

(e.g., Readiness Program, summer ,school)-.

= tutoring.,

1 = education (literacy training).
;101-

1 = adult -education (specialized courses /lectures-);

'1 7= teacher training.
.

,1 = Sunday_ School, Bible School; religious, classes'.

5B -7 1 = non-acadeMic group activity: camp, groUp leader, .f 'CiasSes,

5B-8. . 1 = music, art., dancing lessons.

Item 6 Experience with disadvantaged

6-12

1 = preschool (Head Start, nursery, day care).

1 =publichriyate school 'teaching or program associated With
school ,(e.g. , Readiness Program, summer s dhool.) ; special class.

?--= Sunday Schobl, church.

1 = group activities (camp, girl scouts, art 'class).

6-5 1 = one-to-one activity (babysitting, music class, :tutoring).

64, 1 = Head Start 'volunteer or Teacher .aide.

6A- Duration 0 = refuse-d;, 1 = 0 -5 -nibs; = '6-$11 yr.; 4 ,= 2 -4 yrs;
5 = 5-9 yrs- or more; = 10 yrs or more.
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Item 7 Goals.

7-1

-7120.r
4.

1 = develop academic skills (reading, language, counting; learning

colors, speaking ability); specific subject matter.

7-2 1 = attention to .children working according to their own ability,

up .to own capacity, putting forth best effort.

7-3 1 = develop expressive skills: art, music, dance.

7-4 1 = develop physical.=totor

7=5 I = social development; get along/live With others, work/Play.

ether, share, respect rights- of others, courtesy, politeness.

7-6 1 goo teacher-pupil/adult-child relationship, have children

-con de in. rile,-luse adults_ es; resources.
9*

7-7 I = good itietiship: be a useful member of society, respect -law
and order; be of service to -community;- awareness of community/

nationaliwOrldlroblems.

7-8 1 = develop self-concept/esteem, self-identity: confidence, build
ego, so he feels he's important, respects nimself, give him-

taskS,',on -which he'll succeed.

7-9 1 = emotional development: happy, well-adjusted_ leaitY.to express

feelings openly, handle 'hostility.

. 7-10. 1 = instiIl. love Of/interes.f.. in schgioItIearning-.

741. 1 = foster curiosity-,'questioning, creativity; initiative,
AeCiSion-making, prohleirtsolvieg.

7-12 1 = develop personal qualities: persistence, responsibility, .
ind4etidence, honesty, buil(L Character.

7-13 . 1 = self--care: health habits`, sleep: diet, gettias.,.dressed,

7-14. 1 = discipline: self-control, attention, sitting still, good .behavior

follow rules.

Item 11'. Desirable -teadher-traits_

114 1= patience, perseverance, calirt.

------ s

`

11-2 1 = loVe Or-Cliirdien-;-.enjoYs, ch,t1dren, real interest/concern
fbr -each child-, liking' -fol_people. ------------:__:___`

its, .

,11-3 I =- friendly, cheerful, *pleasant, sMiling -facet ,en thusias tic ,

ft.
- sense- of -humor. k, .

11-4, 1 = comPassion, respect for others, kind, understanding, un-=
Selfish, willing tO ger out Of way for others.

11=5 I -=self-confidence.

11-6 1 = well-trained, understanding of child development, -knowledgeable,

intelligent.
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- Item 11 Desirable,teachertraits (con't.)

11-7 .
1 = empathy, can put self in child's place, ability to relate

.

to/communicate with children:
.

-

11-8 1 = open-minded, flexible, adaptable, willing to try new things,

ability to see both sides of alquestiOn.
,

.11-9 1 = unprejudiced, fair, tolerant. i

11-10 1 = disciplinary: firm, can keeP the-children under control,
gets rules.

.

11-11 I. 1 = good example for the children, goo lal rinciples.

Item II Special training

12rA -= no Special training:

2 = some mention of the-disadVantagedInle4'xal course work.

3 = one or more Classes-specifically-relating:to minority/urban
education-; special emphasis on-urban-educatiOn/education of .

disadvantaged in College, specialized graduate work; advanced'
degree in education of disadvantaged. lk

4.= 1n-service reacher training., Workshops (idtluding Head Start).

5--= in-service training or workshops, and courseVork.rdlating to
disadvantaged or coursework_specifically relating -to minority/
:urban education.

Item_25 _-Help desired-
, .

:

25-1 1 = smaller class, more volunteers, a teacher's aide.

25,2 .- 1 = more supervision/training/information about what or how
to teach; more education for myself. .

25-3 1.!.___mom_p_rofesSional_staff (physical-ed.- directorf-reading-

, , t
specialist, speech therapist, art or musi teacher). _'

-
25-4 1 = physical needs: more space, more -equipment or.suPplies

(TV, projector, books, blackboard).
'

25-5 .1 = more opportunity for interaction With oØer teachers.

. 25,6 1= more opportunity for interaction with arents. .

_ ,7N,--- -2-5-7-. 1 servic6s/opportunities-for-chlIdrenl- valth Cafe, summer
program, field trip. ,

Item 28 Accomplish _goals

28-A 6 =- highly successful.
;...

i st:

5 = have been rather successful, sc,far so good, I see improvement
in most of the children. . /

_
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_

Item 28 Accomplish goals (con't.)

28-A 4 = no-:statement as to success specifically made:
general feeling of success; negati-vs feelings
overall there is success.

varies with3 = neutral, no overall judgment;
and some no..

2 not as mtici as I'd like,

the

but can infer a
expressed but

child; some yes,-

don't see much imprQvement.

no way of mmowing,, can't ,tell yet.

Item 29 Desirable student traits
\\

%

1 = obedience (good clissroom behavior): sitting still, waiting
one's turn, following directions, listening, at\tentivenesS
neatndss. -

29=2 1 = happy outlook: cheerful,: ple_asaht, sense of humor, enthusiat
energetic, full of life.

29-4

1 = get along with others: kind,
others, friendly, wants Co p

interest in learning: eager1.

considerate, share,
lease.
for new experiences,

respedt for

curious.

29 -5 1 = -Creativity:. ithaginative,,, adaptive, flexible.

294 1 = openness :- frank, -honeSt, in .relatinnships straight-forward,
uninhibitdd informal.

29 -7 1- = responsibility: dependable,_ reliable, independent.

29=8 1 = -self- confidence: respect fqr self, satisfaction with self.

----Item-30 -Undesirable-student traits-
k

50-1, 3. = impulsive behaviors (bad classthom behavior): inattentive,
can't sit still,,interrupts, no neat, careless with Materials.,.._.
doesn't finish work. ____ ------

- I
_ ---

*I 1,= negatiiie-66k-66k: sullen, sulky, moody.

30-3. 1 = doesn't get along with others': fighting-, name-calling, bad
- language, bossy,. bullying, tattling, rude, disretiiectful.

1 = apathy:. not interested in school, no ambition, don't care.30 =4

30r5

30-6

30r7

I = shyness: too quiet.
1 = self-centered: selfish,, intolerant, jealous.
1 :F.- dependent: can't do things for self.

Item _32, Pleased with child

3241:

32-2-*

1 = nothing special, usually don't pay much attention-.

1 = indicate itAt report card, let parents know.



Item 32

323.

32-4

32 -5

32-6

32 -7

Pleased With child (conit.)

= 37erkal praiSe: commend him, tell him I'm pleased.
1= make 'others in class aware of the ,goOd behavier.

1 = nonverbal: indidate by smiling, facial expression, hug,

1 = give reward: token, candy, prize, put on honor roll.

1 = give -special Privilege, allow to do special ask.

Item 3- 'Schedule

33-3. Language development

Number. skills.
33=3: Science '

`.3-44. Social .Studies,

community-visits

33-3J:it/music/drama'

33 -6 -GroSs motor activity

0334 IndeterMinate work

33-8 Classroom- routine

f I .

3349 Indeterminate

gesture.

Total time (reading, -phonics, spelling, writing,
$tories, conversation; show & tell; also teaching
of concepts such as shapes, 'color; letters at
.preschool level.

Total time.

Tatal time.

Total,ti4 '
Totalrilme.

Total time (including gym,_ Outdoor- play, ''games-,"

"play period" )'.'t

Total time (including "work period," 'Independent
work"). -

Total time (including saying pledge, announcements,,
rest, lavatory, snacks, lunch, letting ready to go N
outside);

:Total time.

Item 113 Number of _membershi s n non,- rofessional or anizations _

113.4

113=2

1.13t

1=

1

social action/peace group: NAACP',. Urban League, league..9
Wome Voters, political party, community action, Welfare
rights, tenant committee,' human relations )council.

civic aseocia 'American legion, Elks,

1 = social, personal interest: women's club bridge,,bowling,
Sewing, a sorority, YWCA.

A113-4 1 = educational improvement: Head Start pgrent or advisory coMMittee,
adult eduCatiOn. '

113-5 1 = church - related groups: choir.. Indies auxiliary.

Item 114 Membership in'Progessional organizations'

1 a- local, state, or national chaptir of general education
association (N.E.A.., A.E:Y.C.,, nursery school education).



Item 114 Membership in -.professional organizations
" . s.,

-

114A ,(coin'' t.) 2 = asSocation .('Montessori Association;
subject matter or interest
an honorary' with" Greek letters)".

'6 . '2 ±
7 = 1 2. 4.

Item 115 Educational meetings

Sponsor of meetingS'-

15A-A.

-
11.5A4

attended
;

for specific

1 =,professional education association
`,

1 =, local school ,(41cluding 'ETA)
school- district..

1 = a university;.
1 = organization_ not .predo "minantly" eclUca;

*hal .:(neighborhoOd- center;,CoMMunity.aatioL;
group, if miIv andchildren services) -.,

1 = .fiead,`8tart

019P1 kciar.ct,"

7
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